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REDHAWKS DOMINATE: 101-53
SCCC complains of Occupy costs, wants protest out
Ashley Roe
StaffWriter
Several students and faculty atSeattle Central Community
College (SCCC) have noticed the toll that Occupy Seattle
protestors, who have been camping on school grounds since
Oct. 29, are taking on their campus.
Occupy Seattle demonstrators have first amendment rights
to protest and demonstrate, so the SCCC administration’s
hands were tied when the protestors decided to choose their
school as their base ofoperations.
Redhawks top UC Santa Barbara
Bianca Sewake
Volunteer Writer
In a neck-to-neck game against the UC Santa Barbara
Gauchos, the women’s basketball Redhawks were able to
come out on top, scoring their first win of the season,
with a final score of 60-55.
“It felt great. I’m very proud of our players. To win
in our home opener I think is really important. But I
really like the way we made some adjustments in the
second half.... We did a good job,” said head coach
Joan Bonvicini.
“It was awesome. It was our first real game, first time
“In review of the Washington Administration Code, the
language is ambiguous about being able to camp when pro-
testing,” said Paul Kilpatrick, president ofSCCC. “They were
never invited or encouraged to come here, though.”
It turns out that the Occupy Seattle protestors have been
racking up several expenses during their stay at the campus,
which have been taxing SCCC’s budget.
“It has cost Seattle Central $ 10,000 to $20,000 justfor the
additional costs already,” Kilpatrick said. “Every dollar theyare
putting towards subsidizing this program... is another class that
we cannot offer for students who need it.”
we get to see all our hard work put together,” said senior
guard Talisa Rhea. “And it was a great atmosphere in the
gym. Our fans are awesome. It was a lot of fun tonight.”
“It’s really exciting to see all our hard work for the past
month really come together, play a game against some-
one else and see everything we’ve done come out and be
successful with it,” said sophomore center Kacie Sowell.
The game was held at Connolly Center on Friday,
Nov. 11, where four minutes into the first half, Daidra
Brown scored the first basket of the night, putting the
Seattle U Redhawks on the scoreboard.
The Redhawks managed to keep in the lead,
but in the final minutes, the Gauchos pushed
Inside: Volleyball loses to Portland Stae
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Much of the added expense is ensuring that the campus
property is protected. Security has been increased to keep
watch of the school at all hours of the day.
“With Occupy here, the college has had to implement
24-hour security so there is someone around all the time to
protect the property,” Kilpatrick said. “[Before the protests],
there [were] three shifts of security and they [were] done
around midnight.”
Providing Occupy protestors access to school
facilities has also proved a costly endeavor.
“We are not set up for encampments at Seattle
SU athletics
emphasizes
reporting in
wake of Penn
State scandal
Frances Dinger
Editor-in-Chief
After Penn State’s former defensive co-
ordinator, Jerry Sandusky, was arrested last
week on 40 charges of sexual abuse of mi-
nors, questions have arisen around the uni-
versity’s failure to report the ousted coach
to authorities.
Penn State head coach Joe Paterno and
school President Graham Spanier were fired
by the board of trustees last Wednesday when
the university faced increased criticism based
on officials’ failure to report abuse allegations
to state law enforcement. Athletic Director
Tim Curley and Vice President Gary Schultz
stepped down from their posts after being
charged.with perjury and failure to report
suspected child abuse.
Witnesses to the alleged abuse
were not required to contact po-
lice and did follow procedure in
Lindsey Wassonj TheSpectator
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Gay City moves to new space
City considers extending bar hours
spectator.com
2Protesters plan to clean up camp, may relocate
■■■■■ Central since there are no outdoor latrine facilities,”
HHH Kilpatrick said. “The college is not going to use state
dollars to pay for porta-potties.”
The faculty association atSCCC purchased a few
portable toilets for the Occupy protestors but these
do not meet the demands of the estimated 100 to 200 campers
who remain.
“I heard the porta-potties are locked during the day so they
can use the facilities ofthe college,” Kilpatrick said.
Because Occupyprotestors have gainedaccess to the building
to use the bathrooms, SCCC has gone through more custodial
supplies than usual.
“Instances ofvandalism have been reported where people have
broken soap containers so they can take out the packets ofliquid
soap and take it to their camp,” Kilpatrick said.
Kilpatrick, though still struggling with added ex-
penses, has been able to establish some rules with
the protesters who remain, in order to keep classes
running smoothly.
“Theycannot go in and disrupteducation that is taking place,”
Kilpatrick said. “If they want to talk to a class, they have to get
permission from the instructor.”
Kilpatrick notes that some stu-
dents on campus are growing weary of the
protestors presence.
“The complaints I have been hearing is that students think
Occupy is bringing down the college and that the school does
not look as attractiveas it used to,” Kilpatrick said.
Still, some students support the movement basing itself on
their campus.
“Because of whatOccupy represents, I think itwould be wrong
to blame the occupation for the societal problems that have con-
glomerated aroundit,” said Liam Wright, a studentatSCCC who
the spectator
news
is involved with the Occupy movement.
Wright believes the issuesKilpatrick brought up can be fixed.
“
[Occupys] goal is to not cost the school money, but I think
these problems [that Kilpatrick addressed] are for solution and
are not insurmountable obstacles,” Wright said.
Members of the SCCC administration meet with a few select
Occupyprotestors weekly tokeep an open line ofcommunication
between the two parties.
“One thing that is going to be brought up at the meeting this
week is this idea to do community clean-up, not only to help
clean up the school but around the businesses in the area too,”
Wright said.
However, the presence of protestors on campus has al-
ready led to some program cuts. Parents and children
who utilize SCCC’s child care center have been forced
to make adjustments because of protest’s proximity to
the center.
“The childcare center has quit using theircampus playground
and that is totally the fruit ofOccupy Seattle,” said Lexie Evans,
the dean ofstudent life and engagement.
That said, Evans wants to be sure a distinction is made between
this outdoor playground and the child care program itself.
The child care center was already slated to be closed at the end
of the quarter, and many have falsely attributed the entire centers
closure to Occupy Seattle.
“The child care center was closing long before Occupyarrived
here,” Evans said. “Thosecauses got pushed togetherand I think
that is because Occupy Seatde is located right next to the child
care center.”
Starting next year, the building that nowhouses the child care
center will be used bythe International Education Program, which
has been using the South Annex building. That building was
condemned as unsafe due to deterioratingexternal stairs.
Though the center isclosing, student-parents will still be receiv-
ing money to help give their children proper care.
“The funders for the student council wants to keep the money
that is allocated to child care, even though the space won’t be
there,” Evans said.
A grant was created for which all student-parents are eligible
to apply, so more student-parents can get assistance than the 68
whowere able to get their children into the care center.
“Student-parents will be served through a need-
based pilot program which will provide vouchers to as-
sist parents with child care costs in licensed child care fa-
cilities for winter and spring quarters,” said the SCCC child
care website.
Meanwhile, Occupy protestors plan to stay at SCCC
for as long as possible. However, some members have al-
ready begun thinking about where their next campsite could
be located.
“We always have people who are looking at alternativecamps
sights,” said Noel Sherrard, an Occupy protestor. “I have been
pushing tomove south but a lot of people’s sightsare trained north
to the [University] District or other populace places.”
No matter where they are located, Occupy protestors still
pledge to continue fighting for their cause.
“Of course it’s a rocky start and a chaotic circus
when it comes to organizing a leaderless movement,”
Sherrard said. “I think we’ve done a pretty admirable
job so far and believe that we have a growing sustainable
movement here.”
Ashley may be contacted at
aroe@su-spectator.com
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STUDENTS -Students will receive one complimentary admission by showing a valid Seattle U ID at the special student gate on the West side of the Arena, near the bus drop-off location on First Avenue North. Guests of
students can purchase a student section guest pass at the student gate for $4 when accompanied by a Seattle U student. The student gatewill open 60 minutes before each game. Students can sit in Sections 104, 106 or
107. Graduate and iaw students will receive tickets for Section 108.
Students that prefer to sit with family or friends should accompany them to the East Box Office. Byshowing a valid student ID at the time of purchasing the other tickets, the student will receive a complimentary ticket
adjacent to the paid tickets.
FACULTY/STAFF - Seattle University faculty and staff can claim up to twocomplimentary tickets at the East box office at Key Arena. Adjacent tickets can be purchased for the discounted price of $8 each. The East Box
Office will open 90 minutes before each game. Doors open 60 minutes prior to the scheduled start time.
CAMPUS SHUTTLE SERVICE - Complimentary shuttle transportation between Seattle U and KeyArena will be available beginning at 11 30 a.m., 45 minutes before the start of the women's basketball game, and will run
continuously until 30 minutes after the conclusion of the men s basketball game. The pickup point on campus is Marion Street entrance.
su-spectator.com/news
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Student feedback for Angel replacement woefully low
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
Seattle University faculty plan to
replace ANGEL by 2013 with an
improved learning management sys-
tem (LMS), though they have expe-
rienced difficulty gathering feedback
from primary users: students.
ANGEL, Seattle University’s cur-
rent LMS, was recendy acquired by
Blackboard, a company that supports
LMS technology for many major
universities, includingthe University
ofWashington.
When Blackboard announced
that the company would cease
updates to ANGEL in 2014, the
ANGEL Transition Committee
was formed at the request of the
Academic Assemblyand the Office
ofUniversity Planning and charged
with the task of finding a new LMS
for Seattle U. Despite the challeng-
ing prospect ofimplementing a new
system, the looming loss ofANGEL
presented an opportunity to improve
upon aprogram that many members
of the Seattle U community have
found inefficient.
School-wide surveys indicated
that ANGEL was an “underperform-
ing asset,” and faculty members re-
ported experiencing many problems
with the system, including slow
responses, compatibility issues and
other malfunctions.
“[The LMS needs] to demon-
strate that we’re doing a good job
in teaching and setting forward
learning objectives and goals for
what were doing as educators and
what we’re doing as an institution,”
Energy use now completely carbon neutral due to offsets
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
All ofSeattle University’s energy usage is
now carbon neutral after the addition of a
natural gas carbon offset program this year.
The university has already converted to
renewable electric use, and with the excep-
tion of a few gas-operated vehicles, is now
completely carbon neutral.
“Since the mid-1980s we’ve been very fo-
cused on energy conservation, and it’s been
great for our Facilities folks because we’ve
We were able to put in a
state-of-the-art condensing
boiler that will have
great energy savings.
Steve Szablya
Facilities Operations & Maintenance
never been static, we’ve alwaysbeen able to be
exposed to all the newest technologies,” said
Cal Ihler, associate director ofFacilities op-
erations and maintenance for the university.
The university partners with Puget Sound
Energy and Seattle City Light to convert the
energy they use to put power back on the
grid to be used by Seattle U. Seattle U also
purchases methane offsets while Seattle City
Light helps convert wind power for use by
the university.
“We wanted something tangible and
the direct credit helps benefit Seattle U,”
said Randall Horton, chair of the
ANGEL Transition Committee.
Through extensive research of
systems that could meet these goals,
the committee narrowed down the
pool to four candidate systems:
Desire2Learn, MoodleRooms,
Instructure Canvas and Blackboard.
“All four systems have a lot to rec-
ommend them and I think all four
of them would be a significant im-
provement on ANGEL in terms of
versatility, flexibility, simplicity and
opening new possibilities for teachers
and students,” Horton said.
The first candidate, Desire2Learn,
is used at many institutions in-
cluding Harvard University and
Johns Hopkins University. The
Desire2Learn LMS shares some de-
Student and faculty
feedback is critical
to the committee.
sign components with Facebook and
the program is formatted to seam-
lessly work with iPhone and iPad
technology.
Akey feature ofthe Desire2Learn
LMS is that the site can be cus-
tomized to fit a certain program.
Administrators have the opportunity
to design a page specific to each ma-
jor based on how each program uses
the system. From a faculty perspec-
tive, this is an appealing feature.
“I don’t want someone saying
Ihler said.
According to Facilities, the university’s
energy use bills have also been steady for the
past five years, despite growth.
“That in itselfis a testament to what the
Facilities folks have been doing,” said Steve
Szablya, directorofFacilities operations and
maintenance for the university.
In addition to the carbon offsets pur-
chased by the university, Facilities has also
been moving toward integrating more effi-
cient heating and cooling ofbuildings, even
older ones where it is more difficult to make
upgrades. This is being accomplished by the
west campus hot water energy upgrade pro-
gram,
which utilizes a boiler system instead
of the previous system which had relied on
Seattle Steam to create heat. Due to the inef-
ficiency of this system, excess steam escaped
through vents in the lower mall, a problem
eliminated with the switch to a boilersystem.
The system is currently employed in
Loyola, Bannan and Casey buildings.
“It was an older technology and we had
to replace the heating infrastructure,” Szablya
said. “We were able to put in a state-of-the-
art condensing boiler that will have, great
energy savings.”
The next project Facilities will be focusing
on are upgrades to Connolly Center, espe-
cially around the swimming pools. Because
energy is lost around the pools due to an
inability to heat and recycle chlorinated air,
different ways ofrecycling and recovering this
air must be implemented.
“The payback on this is eight years, and
it’s one ofthe few projects the university can
invest in that will pay them back,” Szablya
said. “This will be a showcase, because ev-
ery part of it is tried and true technology,
this is the way it’s going to look,”
one faculty member said at
the demo.
MoodleRooms is a hybrid, open-
source LMS that also emphasizes
customization. Open-source soft-
ware is collaboratively developedand
changed through peer review and
requires extensive work on the part
of the university to independently
maintain and update the system.
MoodleRooms recognizes the labor-
intensity of open-source software,
and provides support in developing
the LMS, implementing and main-
taining it.
MoodleRooms’ LMS, called
Joule, is designed with the courses
listed prominently in the center of
the page and other menu icons on
the sides of the account. The pro-
gram features instant messaging and
forums for online discussion.
The third potential replacement
for ANGEL and second open-source
possibility is Instructure’s Canvas.
Canvas allows students to choose
where they want notifications to be
sent, including email, mobile devices
or on-site notifications. In developing
Canvas, Instructure also focused on
making the accounts easy to navigate.
“Everything is in one click and
everything is actionable,” said the
Instructure representative who visited
campus last week.
Canvas also allows students to
enter “fantasy grades,” meaning
that students can enter a desired
point total on any assignment and
the site will adapt the overall course
grade based on this “fantasy grade.”
Instructure representatives said that
Cal Ihler, associate director of Facilities Operations and Maintenance, stands in front of
Seattle University’s new sustainable boilers that were installed in the Loyola building over
the summer. “I’mreally proud ofeveryone who worked on this over the summer” said Ihler.
The project will work by recycling heat
in the air back into fresh air coming into the
swimming pool areas. This will be done by
cycling the warm air through a water loop,
which then heats the air before discharging
heat back into the pool water.
“It’s like a reverse air conditioner, but in-
stead of losing heat out of one side, that air
is being recaptured,” Szablya said. “That heat
isn’t being lost outside. It’s a highly efficient
but putting it together in this package is off
the charts.”
this helps students understand how
much each assignment is worth in
the overall course grade.
The final LMS candidate is
“I think all four
[systems] would
be a significant
improvement
on ANGEL
Randall Horton
ANGEL Transition Committee
Blackboard. Blackboard, like
Canvas, also focuses on accessi-
bility and the user-friendliness of
its accounts.
“Blackboard is realty focused on
efficiency and making the day-to-
day responsibilities easier,” said the
Blackboard representative.
In creating Blackboard, develop-
ers worked to ensure that the most
important information, i.e. grades,
would be displayed the most promi-
nently on the page. Blackboard
also integrates Google applications
like' Google Docs, which attempts
to allow students to access their
work and professor’s documents
more easily.
Though feedback gathered at the
student and faculty demos is crucial
to thecommittee’s decision, Horton
noted that the usability tests' at the
and highly reliable system.”
According to Ihler and Szablya, improve-
ments are made constantly by the Facilities
staff, with sustainability being a key goal.
Along these lines, buildings across the uni-
versity, including the fitness center, School of
Law Annex, Admissions and Alumni build-
ing and library are all LEED Gold certified,
meeting high standards ofsustainability.
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
end of fall quarter should speak
strongly as to which system is best
for Seatde U.
The more students who offer
their opinions on the options after
performing the usability tests, the
more indicative the results will be of
campus-wide sentiment.
Although graduate stu-
dent representatives have par-
ticipated consistently in the
process, there has been little
undergraduate participation.
The transition committee re-
cruited an ASSU undergraduate
representative, but thatrepresentative
stopped attending committee meet-
ings without notice. The committee
lost a second ASSU representative
under similar circumstances. At the
student demos lastweek, fewer than
five students attended.
The committee urges students
to log in to the “sandbox” accounts
that are currently available on the
Seattle U website, explore them
and send feedback to the commit-
tee. During the LMS lab tests at
the end of November and begin-
ning of December, the committee
will give out Starbucks gift cards
to students who test at least two of
the accounts.
“We’re trying to have a great
dialogue right now, gather [enough]
information, get good perspectives
on it,” Horton said. “I thinkwe can
come up with a process where we
can make some recommendations
that will be acceptable.”
Kellie may be contacted at
kcox@su-spectator.com
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“The estimate by some is that it will take
about 300 years in order to remove every-
thing,” Meadows said.
As a man who commanded Marine troops
during the Vietnam War, and who lost men
under his command, one of the most fasci-
nating experiences for Meadows is witnessing
how fellow veterans react to returning to their
4
Seattle U honors veterans and deceased soldiers
Colonel Chuck Meadows, USMC (Retired), executive director of PeaceTrees Vietnam and a Vietnam veteran, speaks at a veteran’s
day event on Wednesday, Nov. 9 in Pigott Auditorium. PeaceTrees is an organization that sponsors demining and mine risk education
in Vietnam and regularly has veterans participate in volunteer trips.
Sam Kettering
Senior StaffWriter
Members of Seattle University’s commu-
nity gathered to pay tribute to eight graduates
who died during active service in the United
States Armed Forces at an event on Nov. 9.
Seven of the servicemen served and died
fighting in the Vietnam War. The eighth,
1st Lt. Robert Bennedsen, graduated in
2008 and died in July 2010 while serving
in Afghanistan.
The commemoration included an address
by Chuck Meadows, a colonel who served in
the Marine Corps for 26 years and whose ten-
ure included two tours in Vietnam. Meadows
discussed his work with PeaceTrees Vietnam,
a local nonprofit that sponsors demining ef-
forts in Vietnam. The event was part ofSeattle
Us observance ofVeteran’s Day.
The commemoration prompted attendees
to examine the meaning of Veterans Day.
“To me, [Veterans Day] is a day ofhon-
oring those who’ve served, of honoring the
families of those who’ve served,” said Seattle
Gay City Health Project finds new home on Capitol Hill
Jordan Meyers
Staff Writer
Gay City Health Project, the leading
provider of HIV testing for gay men in
King County, is in the process ofdramati-
cally expanding its current space.
The multicultural gay men’s health or-
ganization, which will provide more than
3,000 men with HIV and STI testing this
year, has “simply outgrown its current
space” on East Pike Street, according to
Executive Director Fred Swanson.
Besides testing and wellness counsel-
ing, Gay City has hosted workshops,
theater and educational events — all of
which are currently being strained by the
limited space.
Additionally, the growth ofGay City’s
LGBT Library, with more than 3,500 vol-
umes, has been a factor in the decision
to expand.
“We’ll be able to double the size of our
wellness center, so we’ll have more capac-
ity for testing and counseling. We’ll triple
the spectator news
U graduate student Margaret Song, who has
served in the Army Reserve for 10 years. “It’s
a wayto add a human element to the institu-
tion of the military.”
Some believe the presence of a Reserve
Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program
at Seattle U is antithetical to the university’s
Catholic and Jesuit foundation.
StudentJaime Yslas, who helped plan the
commemoration ceremony, pointed out that
St. Ignatius ofLoyola, founderofthe Society
ofJesus, was a soldier.
“What we want to show with Colonel
Meadows is that here is a soldier who, like St.
Ignatius, hung up his sword and rededicated
his life,” he said.
President Stephen Sundborg, S.J., feels
that Seattle U can positively educate those
preparing to enter the Armed Forces.
“Someone is going to educate those who
are in the military, and it’s a benefit that we
educate the kinds ofstudents with the kinds
ofvalues in leadership that will be beneficial
to leadership in the military,” he said.
Sundborg makes it a priority to know and
the size of the library so we can actually
put out all of the volumes we have... right
now a lot of them are boxed in the base-
ment,” said Deputy Director Peter Jabin,
who also said the development will in-
crease the square footage of the current
We really want to create
more of a destination —
more of a hub for people
to gather and connect.
Peter Jabin
Deputy Director, Gay City
The expansion — which should be
complete by June 2012 — will also of-
fer sidewalk access, which the current
location, above Kaladi Brothers Coffee
location twofold.
support the members of Seattle U’s ROTC
program and hopes that student’s used
Veterans Day to learn more about the condi-
tion ofveterans.
“I’ve learned personally that many veter-
ans bear hidden wounds from their service,”
Sundborg said. “I would hope that there
would be a much greater sympathy by our
students by learning more about who are our
veterans and what are the prices some of them
pay for their service.”
Yslas, a philosophy major/arranged
for Meadows to speak and kept pub-
lic perceptions of soldiers in mind while
making arrangements.
“What we want to do [with this event] is
to get the message out that there’s another
face to the military, that we’re just not faceless
killers,” Yslas said, who served in the United
States Navy for 32 years.
Yslas belongs to Seattle U’s Veterans
Committee. After hearing Meadows speak
about PeaceTrees Vietnam at another event
he invited the colonel to commemorate
Veterans Day on campus. Both the Veterans
on East Pike, lacks. Furthermore, a black
box performance space will be added to
further support queer and queer-friendly
arts.
“We won’t have to rent somewhere else
for our productions and events, which will
make it much easier on us,” Jabin said.
The expansion has, however, encoun-
tered a few financial complications.
According to Dan Nolte, one of three
staffers in city council member Sally
Clark’s office, Gay City approached city
council last Tuesday in order to seek fund-
ing in the 2012 budget.
“Midway through the budget process,
we got an update on revenues, showing
that next year there will be around a $30
to $40 million deficit. Upon learning this
grim forecast, the council members de-
cided they wouldn’t be able to support
the expansion,” said Nolte.
Swanson, who’s heading the expansion
project as Gay City executive director, is
relying on other sources of funding, in-
cluding support from various nonprofits,
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Committee and EcoSangha Seattle, an-
other university organization, sponsored
Meadows’ visit to Seattle U.
“[Meadows] has lead over 30 groups of
veterans back to Vietnam to go back to the
places where they fought and help in their
healing process,” Yslas said.
He also felt that PeaceTrees Vietnam’s
mission aligned with Seatde U’s goals.
Founded in 1995 by the family of a
soldier who died in the Vietnam War,
PeaceTrees Vietnam also sponsors mine
risk education of the province’s residents.
The organization also provides assistance to
Vietnamese survivors of unexploded ord-
nances and funds the construction of librar-
ies and kindergartens. Volunteers such as
Meadows also travel to Vietnam to plant
trees on the demined land.
Meadows began his address by pay-
ing tribute to the eight fallen Seattle
U graduates.
“Every man must leave his footprint in
the shifting sands of time, and your Seattle
University brothers surely left theirs,”
Meadows said.
He also discussed his work with
PeaceTrees Vietnam, emphasizing the sheer
amount of unexploded ordnances left over
from the Vietnam War.
Sundborg believes Seattle
U can positively educate
those in the Armed Forces
former battlegrounds.
“I have found that every Vietnam vet, to
a man, has come back with a renewed sense
ofVietnam,” he said.
A permanent tribute to Seattle U’s eight
fallen soldiers resides in the Hall of Valor, lo-
cated in the Department of Military Science
building.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
the county, the state and community
groups.
In response to the issues facing the ex-
pansion, Jabin said there are always obsta-
cles to overcome with projects like these.
“What’s good about this project is it’s
very modest. We’re not talking about mil-
lions of dollars — it’s very low budget.
And it’s immediate,” he said.
Gay City offers all of its services to
LGBT college students. According to its
2010 Annual Report, almost half of the
men tested were under the age of 30.
“We really want to create more of a
destination — more of a hub for people
to gather and connect and that’s what this
space will hopefully do for us,” Jabin said.
Despite being a gay men’s health or-
ganization, Jabin added that Gay City
is increasingly serving the entire LGBT
community in hopes of facilitating the
needs of many people.
Jordan may be reached at
jmeyers@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/sports
Park in planning phasephase
Kellie Cox
StaffWriter
Seattle Parks and Recreation present-
ed schematic designs for an improved
Capitol Hill green space on Monday eve-
ning. During the project’s first commu-
nity meeting, Seattle Parks presented and
discussed three tentative renovation-plans
[The goal is] to provide
more access to the park,
make it more usable
for McGilvra Place between East Madison
Street and East Pike Street.
The park is funded by the Parks and
Green Spaces Levy Opportunity Fund,
which allocates a total of $15 million
toward community-initiated park proj-
ects throughout Seattle. Proposed by the
Bullitt Foundation, the McGilvra Place
Green Infrastructure project was granted
an allocated budget of $364,000.
“The major goals for the project are to
provide more access to the park, make it
more usable and try to demonstrate some
alternative, green construction methods
and storm water methods,” said Emily
Lofstedt, the McGilvra Place park planner.
The inaccessibility that has deterred
many Capitol Hill dwellers from using
McGilvra Place is a key focus of the ren-
ovation. According to the Capitol Hill
Seattle Blog, a Seattle University study
in spring 2010 found that few passers-by
took advantage of the green space. In a
period of 36 hours, the study found that
out of the 1,400 people observed in the
area, only 12 actually used the park. Of
that 12, eight walked through McGilvra
Place and only four sat or laid in the
green space. When interviewed, many
pedestrians called the space “unwelcom-
ing and cold,” according to the Capitol
Hill Seattle Blog.
To combat this inaccessibility, the ren-
ovation plan might include the closure of
Public safety warnings aim to keep pedestrians safe
Katie Gilbert
Staff Writer
Two weeks ago, a freshman stu-
dent was cornered by three men
five blocks from her childhood
house while walking home from
work around 2 a.m.
main anonymous, reported that
one of the men shouted the words
“Do you want to die?” repeatedly
to her while the group took her
belongings, leaving her in shock.
“The worst thing about it was
that it was in a neighborhood I
had been told was safe. It was a
slap in the face,” she said.
Several timely warning noti-
fications from the Department
of Public Safety have been sent
to Seattle University student
inboxes this quarter, reporting
similar incidents.
Despite recent rumors that seem
to indicate otherwise, the number
of crimes (five) reported to the
campus is the same as at this time
November 16, 2011
The student, who asked to re-
Emily Lofstedt
Park Planner
last year and Mike Sletten, director
of Public Safety, wants it known
that crime is not increasing on
Capitol Hill.
In fact, the opposite is true.
This fall, six crimes were recorded
on the East Precinct blotter, com-
pared to more than 20 crimes re-
corded last October.
The problem that remains is a
lack of student awareness of the
dangers of the city.
“One has to prepare for a hike
in the forest, one has to prepare
for a walk in the city,” said Sletten.
This, he says, includes being
alert, careful, using one’s intu-
ition and not using smart phones
in plain sight. *
The timely warning notifica-
tions should serve as reminder of
the precautions residents should
take when out in the city, ex-
plained Sletten.
The safety tips provided in the
notifications are based on real
incidents,
15th Street between East Madison Street
and East Pike Street. Free from traffic, the
park would be'expanded into 15th Street,
inviting more pedestrians into the space.
Seattle Parks also plans to decrease the
height of the park’s small grassy portion
to match the level of the sidewalk.
“The major issue right now is that the
triangle is raised two to three feet above
the grade where you’re walking. To get to
that space you have to jump up, there’s
no stairs, there’s no ramp,” Lofstedt said
of the inaccessibility of McGilvra Place.
Early renovation plans also include
a variety of sustainable features. Seattle
Parks is currently exploring features like
permeable pavement, rain guards and
drought tolerant plants. Plans to increase
the root zone of the 60- to 70-year-old
London Plane trees outlining the space
are also underway.
“There are so many [green] options.
We’re just starting to look at those de-
tails,” Lofstedt said.
The park is located next to the Cascadia
Center Green Infrastructure project,
which will serve as the future headquarters
of the Bullitt Foundation. According to
the Seattle Times, the Bullitt Center is vy-
ing to meet the Green Building Council’s
Living Building Challenge by creating a
self-sustaining structure with a minimal
carbon footprint. McGilvra Place Park
“will be completed in conjunction with”
the Cascadia Center, according to the
Bullitt Foundation’s Opportunity Fund
application. Lofstedt explained that, al-
though the park is a separate endeavor,
some sustainable aspects of the Cascadia
Center will be “highlighted” in the
McGilvra Place Park renovations as well.
The McGilvra Place project is one of
15 projects supported by the first round
of the Opportunity Fund so far. Other
projects include the completion of the
Jimi Hendrix Park and the construction
of a neighborhood park on 19th Street
and Madison Street. As the Opportunity
Fund has only allocated $7 million of its
$15 million, there is more greenery still
to come.
The McGilvra Place project is slated
to begin construction in summer 2012.
Kellie may be reached at
kcox@su-spectator.com
Sletten explained that today the
most common factor in violence
towards students is the possession
of smart phones.
“It’s like walking down the
street with a $100 bill in your
hand,” Sletten said.
Just like driving
walking on the phone
is a recipe for bad
things to happen
For this reason, Public Safety
has been giving the advice to hide
smart phones while walking.
“Just like driving while on the
phone is a recipe for disaster, walk-
ing on the phone is a recipe for bad
things to happen as well,” Sletten
Mike Sletten
Director, Public Safety
Faculty come together
at Ignatian silent retreat
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
Last week, Seattle University faculty,
staff and alumni traveled to Palisades
Retreat Center in search of silence.
Participants spoke occasionally, but it
was only to discuss how to best spend
their quiet moments.
The silent retreat is based on the
spiritual exercises of St. Ignatius of
Loyola. While the original exercises in-
volved meditations on Jesus Christ, they
were mainly designed as a contempla-
tive framework. University Chaplain of
Faculty and Staff Patrick O’Leary, S.J.,
described the retreat as a “time of quiet
and transformation of [one’s] own life.”
More than anything, the retreat is
based on St. Ignatius’s emphasis on
self-examination and exploring one’s
own personal relationship with God and
spirituality. However, for those who are
interested in attending the Seattle U si-
lent retreat, there are no rules pertaining
to religious beliefs. Everyone is welcome,
Catholic or not.
“There is definitely a frame around
our
Catholic identity... but it’s meant
to be inclusive to other faith tradi-
tions,” said Mary Kay Brennan, clini-
cal professor and director of the social
work program.
The retreat takes place at Palisades
Retreat Center in Federal Way, which
is run by the Archdiocese of Seattle.
The center is located right on the Puget
Sound with beach access and, according
to its website, 39 acres of forest.
“It’s a very peaceful setting,” said
Laura Hauck, academic advisor and
third-time retreat participant.
The guests arrived at around 5 p.m.
on Friday to begin their 48-hour retreat.
They started by having dinner (where
talking was allowed), and then they met
with a “spiritual director” who helped
them decide how to spend their week-
end. However, O’Leary explained that
the directors aren’t “directing” as much
as they are “guiding in prayer.”
The opening talk sets the tone for
the rest of the spiritual journey. This
said.
In order to combat the lack of
student awareness of the threats
the city poses, Public Safety has
arranged for an informational ses-
sion in the residence halls to edu-
cate students on how to conduct
themselves in the city t'o take place
Nov. 15 to Nov. 17.
Public Safety invites all students
to Street Sense 101, a 30-minute
discussion about safety tactics to
be followed by a “Night Walk” the
following week.
Public safety is also look-
ing to expand the routes of the
Night Hawk to further ensure
student safety.
Currently, the Night Hawk
range is six blocks, the furthest
it has ever been, so as to maxi-
mize the numbers of students it
can transport in one night. But
Sletten knows that this could
be improved.
He plans to distribute a survey
to students before fall quarter ends
to see what neighborhoods they
news
year’s theme was “Our Deepest Desires:
Presence and Union with the Divine.”
In addition, O’Leary mentioned that
there was a sub-theme based on passages
from the Gospel of St. John: “What do
you want? Where do you live? Come
and see.”
After the opening talk and once the
theme is established, it is largely up to
each individual participant how he or
she spends the weekend. Hauck, for ex-
ample, did a lot of journaling, reading
and reflecting.
“It actually goes by very quickly,
which is sort of unfortunate,” she said.
While some folks might be a little
hesitant to spend an entire weekend in
silence, retreat participants find it to be
very refreshing. Then again, the silence
isn’t intended to section people off. The
ultimate goal is to bring people together.
“At the end, you feel closer to every-
one there, even when you haven’t spoken
a word,” O’Leary said.
This time, around 40 individuals par-
ticipated, which is fairly common for the
faculty and staffsilent retreat. And it was
The silence isn’t intended to
section people off. The goal
is to bring them together.
strategically scheduled for a particularly
high-stress period in the term.
“It’s a really profound experience be-
cause we’re so slammed in our everyday
lives,” Brennan said.
There are also silent retreat opportu-
nities available to students, with the first
one being scheduled for Dec. 11.
Campus Ministry organizes the stu-
dent equivalent, while the Office of
Jesuit Mission and Identity organizes
the faculty retreats.
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
the spectator
need transportation to at night.
In response to the data gathered,
he hopes to get the resources to
meet student demands as soon
as possible.
These goals, Sletten explained,
are to help Public Safety evolve
along with the campus. They are
made with students in mind.
After her experience, the mug-
ging victim knew that her routine
when walking at home at night
would change. She no longer
walks home alone and opts for a
direct form of transportation to
get there.
“It’s worth it to be safe even if
it’s a little extra effort or a little
extra money,” the victim said.
She agrees with the advice the
timely warning notifications give
and recommended that people
stay on busy streets, call a cab or
a friend for a ride or take the bus
directly to your house if possible.
Katie may be reached at
kgilbert@su-spectator.com
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6Some students outraged over firing, not alleged abuse
ip||i|jj|| reporting to university officials, but Penn State
■SjjiijB has faced intense scrutiny for failing to follow
IS up on those reports.
At Seattle University, procedures are more
direct and stipulate that any criminal activity
be reported to authorities.
“In the Athletic Department, we have a sharedresponsi-
bility to keep children safe,” said Jason Behenna, director of
Athletic Communications, in a statement to The Spectator.
“If a coach or other member of the Athletic Department
suspects or has reason to believe that sexual misconduct [to-
wards] a child has occurred, he or she should immediately re-
port that information to university officials and to state child
protection authorities.”
Consumers hit retail stores to give
Martin Crutsinger
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Consumers are giving a
modest lift to the economy. They spent more on autos,
electronics and building supplies in October to boost
retail sales for the fifth straight month.
The gains provide an encouraging start for the
October-December quarter just as separate reports show
wholesale prices are flattening and U.S. shoppers are
spending more at Wal-Mart, the world’s largest retailer.
“The consumer has to come through this holiday sea-
son if we are going to get back to more decent growth
The consumer has to come through
this holiday season if we are going to
get back to more decent growth rates.
rates and the early readings are those households have hit
the stores quite strongly,” said Joel Naroff, chief econo-
mist at Naroff Economic Advisors.
Retail sales increased 0.5 percent, the Commerce
Department said Tuesday. Healthy auto sales helped.
But even without them, sales rose 0.6 percent — the
best showing since March.
And when excluding autos and sales at gasoline sta-
tions, sales rose 0.7 percent, also the biggest increase
since March.
New app attempts to incentivise local purchasing
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
Punchkeeper, a new Seattle-based smart
phone application, incentivise purchases
by offering free merchandise, and Seattle
University students are among the first to
reap the benefits.
The app was created by recent Seattle
U MBA graduate Val Trask and now the
Punchkeeper service is being offered at every
coffee-serving location on campus.
The aim ofPunchkeeper is to act in place
of paper punch cards, which tend to stack
up in customer wallets. Many restaurants
and coffee shops use punch cards as a way to
attract business. It works like this: ifsome-
one wanted a free hot dog from Po Dog,
then he or she immediately has an incen-
tive to eat 10 Po Dog hot dogs. By offering
that 11 th hot dog for free, Po Dog hopes
deal-hungry consumers will be spurred to
purchase the 10 prerequisite sausages.
Punchkeeper is essentially a digital ver-
sion of the punch card. It’s an app that can
Consumers spent more on electronics, appliances,
the spectator news
Joel Naroff
Economist
be downloaded to an iPhone or Android for
free. Once it’s downloaded, the user simply
selects a restaurant from a list ofparticipat-
ing businesses. Then, he or she holds the
phone up to a Quick Response (QR) code,
and the app scans the code and registers a
punch. After a certain number ofpunches,
the customer gets something for free. If
using the app at a Bon Appetit location,
the user would simply select “Bon Appetit”
from the list, scan the code and receive
the punch.
When using the app, the screen shows
the business’s digital punch card, along with
two small tabs. Clicking on one of the tabs
displays deal information, i.e., how many
punches are required to redeem a free item
or service. The second tab shows how many
redeemable cards the user has racked up
for that particular business. At Po Dog,
for example, when the customer reaches
ten punches, a redeemable card is added to
the tab, a blank card appears on the screen
and the customer can redeem his or her free
hot dog.
Sandusky’s trial has not yet begun and his lawyer main-
tains the former assistant coach is innocent. In an interview
with Brian Williams, Sandusky claimed he just “horsed'
around with kids.”
For some Penn State students, the outrage following last
week’s announcements has not been over the alleged abuse,
but over the firing of a beloved coach.
Thousands of students took to the streets of State
College, Penn, in protest of Paterno’s dismissal. Police es-
timated as many as 5,000 students were involved in a riot
that involved a local news Van being flipped and attempted
arson on Wednesday, Nov. 9.
But the Nov. 12 football game against Nebraska brought
out a compassionate response. According to NPR, many
hardware and building supplies. Sales also rose at gro-
cery stores, bars and restaurants and health care stores.
Economists said the figures suggest the economy is
growing at roughly the same 2.5 percent annual pace as
the July-September quarter.
Separately, the government said companies paid less
for wholesale goods last month for the first time since
June. Inflation pressures are easing as the costs ofoil and
other commodities have declined.
The Producer Price Index, which measures price
changes before they reach the consumer, dropped 0.3 per-
cent in October, the Labor Department said. Excluding
the volatile food and energy categories, the core index
was unchanged for the first time in 11 months.
The retail sales report is the government’s first look
each month at consumer spending, which accounts for
70 percent of economic activity.
A rebound in consumer spending was the key reason
the economy had its best quarterly growth in a year.
Stronger economic growth helped calm fears that
the economy could slide back into a recession. Still,
growth would need to be nearly double the third-quarter
rate — consistently — to make a significant dent in
unemployment.
Another concern is that the growth came after con-
sumers spent more while earning less, a trend that econo-
mists fear can’t be sustained.
Without more jobs and higher pay, consumers may
be forced to cut back on spending. And Europe’s debt
crisis could worsen, which could throw that region into
a recession and weaken U.S. growth.
“Overall, the economy appears to be growing at a
decent clip,” said Paul Dales, a senior U.S. economist
at Capital Economics, “We are not convinced that this
will be carried into 2012, however, as consumption can-
not grow at a faster rate than incomes indefinitely and,
industry is the sector most vulnerable to Europe’s woes.”
Americans bought more cars in October. The 0.4
The idea for Punchkeeperwas bom when
Trask entered University of Washington’s
Business Plan competition.
“I was mainly interested in designing a
creative product that people would want,”
she said.
To get the project underway, Trask
teamed up with a developer and designer.
She also did extensive research to find out
what features would be most desirable in a
“punch card” application. Then, after several
months of actually creating the app, Trask
was ready to try it out.
Seattle U was one of the first places she
came to. The Bottom Line on the first floor
of Pigott agreed to do a trial run over the
summer. It was the only espresso stand that
was open during the summer months.
“Then, when school started, we just ran
with it,” said Eddie Siow, director ofopera-
tions for Bon Appetit.
Siow explained that college-aged students
basically “live by their smart phones.” The
Punchkeeper app makes a lot more sense for
students who don’t want to deal with paper
of the 107,000 spectators at Saturday’s game wore blue to
demonstrate solidarity and many donated money to orga-
nizations “that battle sexual abuse.” A vigil in memory of
the victimsof the alleged sexual assault preceded the game
on Friday night.
Penn State interim head coach Tom Bradley
told ESPN he was proud of the team, despite the
14-17 loss.
The university’s newspaper the Daily Collegian tweeted
after the game, “Don’t see manycheers after losses normally.
But this is not a normal loss.”
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
economy boost
percent rise followed a 4.2 percent surge in September.
Purchases of SUVs and trucks offset a loss in mo-
mentum for car sales. Sales have rebounded from the
earthquake and tsunami in Japan, which disrupted dis-
tribution of parts to U.S. factories and made it harder
The retail sales report is the
government’s first look each
month at consumer spending
to obtain some popular models.
The 1.2 percent drop in sales at department stores
followed a 1 percent increase in September. The October
decline was probably influenced by the weather. Warm
weather at the beginning of the month depressed demand
for winter clothing, while a snowstorm in the Northeast
reduced cut into shopping at the end of the month.
Specialty clothing stores saw sales drop 0.7 percent
after a 1.7 percent increase in September.
A broader category of general merchandise stores,
which covers big discount stores such as Wal-Mart and
Target, had flat sales during the month after a modest
0.6 percent increase in September.
Wal-Mart Stores Inc.’s third-quarter profit slipped 2.9
percent, missing Wall Street expectations. But the world’s
largest retailer reported its first quarterly revenue gain
in its U.S. namesake business in more than two years.
Sales were down at furniture stores, which reflected
the continued slump in housing, and at gasoline service
stations, likely because of a small decline in gas prices.
The editor may be reached at news@su-spectator.com
punch cards, especially if they have to keep
track ofmultiple punch cards.
“As long as you have the app, you have
every punch card.... You no longer have to
be picky with your wallet space,” Trask said.
Currently, Punchkeeper has more than
2,200 users and can be used with approxi-
mately 10 different companies at 20 differ-
ent locations. But there is still room for im-
provement, and according to Trask, adver-
tising is key. Po Dog, for example, was one
ofPunchkeeper’s firstclients, but according
to Po Dog employees, a lot more people
could be using the app. Still, theysaid, most
people are using paper punch cards.
In order to pick up the pace, Trask said
Punchkeeper is offering $20 gift certificates
to anyone who signs up a local business. Any
business that features the punch card doesn’t
pay a cent until it reaches 50 users. After
that, businesses only haveto pay $ 1 per day.
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/news
Theologians confront religious violence, fundamentalism
November 16, 2011
Loren Elliott | The Spectator
Mohammad Fani, Beatrice Lawrence and Wes Howard-Brook lead an interfaith discussion in Wyckoff Auditorium on Thursday, Nov. 10.
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
Thursday evenings discussion,
tidedInterfaith Conversation, showed
the Seatde Universitycommunity that
religion can be full ofcontradictions.
Assistant Professor of Hebrew
Bible and Religious Studies Beatrice
Lawrence discussed the interest-
ing dichotomy of religion and
violence during the talk in Wyckoff
Auditorium. She was accompaniedby
Wes Howard-Brook, another theol-
ogy professor, and MohammadFani,
directorof the interfaith program at
OneWorld2011.
Seattle U’s second annual
Interfaith Conversation focused on
confronting violence within religion, a
topicinspired byabook published last
yearbyHoward-Brook titled ‘“Come
Out My People!’: God’s Call Out of
Empire in the Bible arid Beyond.”
“The issue that generated the book
was how to reconcile the contradic-
tory language and message ofthe Bible
about, among other things, violence
and how to respond to enemies,”
he said.
He said that there appears to be
two religions of the same God.
“One I call the religion ofempire
and one Icall the religion ofcreation,”
hesaid.
Different Hebrew texts support
each religion and have attempted to
gain interest and following through-
out history. The religion ofempire is
built on a tradition ofwarand power
for the sake of spreading the word of
God, while the religion of creation
is the New Testament idea of loving
one’s enemies.
“Jesus never talks about non-vio-
lence,” Howard-Brook said. “But he
does talk about love. Is it possible to
live that way?”
Representing Christian tradi-
tion, Howard-Brook spoke of St.
Augustine, whose ideas suggested a
separation of the City ofMan from
the City ofGod. For Augustine, this
meant asking ifitmight be impossible
Speaking from the perspective of
Judaism, she explained Zionism, a
political movement to support self-
rule in a Jewish homeland.
However, the idea developed
that, no matter what Jews
did, they couldn’t escape
anti-Semitism
However, limited migra-
tion and the rise of Nazism
led to violence toward
Jewish communities.
for the world to live the wayJesus in-
tended because violence on earth is
necessary to achieve justice.
“One of the greatest battles is
between compassion and justice,”
said Lawrence.
Accordingto Lawrence, violence is
asign ofthings gone wrong. At times,
it is as though violence is necessary
and even required for God to get a
point across.
“Theylooked to the Bible
for a model of Jewish self-
rule,”she said. “Zionism itself
was not a violent movement.”
“Israel now is a country
with an effective military,”
Lawrence said. “[Violence]
is rooted in a desire
for autonomy.”
In Muslim tradition,
the Quran is the supreme
authority. But within that
understanding are many in-
terpretations of that text.
“When these [Muslim]
fundamentalists read these
words... they take it to
mean rigid conformity to
all the mechanics of Islam,”
Fani said.
However, according to
Fani, understanding the text
is not that simple.
“If you don’t know the
context thenyou don’tknow
what it’s talking about.
Reductionists in the most
literal sense of the word,”
he said.
Because people often
take religious writings out
of context, Fani believes misinforma-
tion is the reason there are so many
variations of thought and identity
within religion.
At the root of many religions,
though, lies the question of mercy.
“Justice itselfwould require some
degree of violence. To how much
do we let mercy override that?”
Lawrence asked
The idea of justice is important
to religious tenets such as jihad in
Muslim tradition, and religious events
such as the Crusades.
questions weren’t given a definite an-
swer during Thursdays discussion.
But Howard-Brook didn’t expect
people to walk away with a definite
explanation ofreligion and violence.
“It’s the beginning ofa conversa-
tion,” he said. “We’re getting people
to think about it, to ask questions,
to generate conversation between
students, between faculty, among
families... just to get these questions
in conversation.”
Though such ideas were broached,
The dialogue allowed attendees to
news the spectator
listen, reflectand ask questions.
“Religion isa very dominant thing
in society so I think doing these dia-
logues is a really good way to remem-
ber that not everyone believes what
you believe. That doesn’t necessarily
make them ‘the other,’” said junior
Chris Lynch, who attended the dis-
cussion. “I think something like this
is so incredibly useful.”
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
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Thursday Night is...
NIGHT
17” Cheese Pizza $1090
Monday Night from 8-11 PM
50% OFF IN HOUSE DINING
(Pizza, Calzones, House Salads, and Soda only)
Bring your Student ID
Reserve yourparty with us
Private space and 10% off your bill
Piecora’s NY Pizza
14TH AND MADISON PIECORAS.COM
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A premature glance at the (promising) 2012 Oscars
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
In lieu of depressing news this
week about the global economy,
domestic abuse and sexual harass-
ment, I thought it would be nice
to touch on something a bit more
lighthearted: theAcademy Awards.
The race for the 2012 Oscars has
begun. For those of you who fol-
low the Oscar battle like it’s the
World Series and bombard your
friends with pretentious cinematic
knowledge, here’s an early overview
of some of the films you should see
before Feb. 26.
“The Descendants” (Nov. 16)
From Alexander Payne, the
director of the 2004 Best Picture
nominee Sideways, comes “The
Descendants.” George Clooney
stars as lawyer Matt King who
discovers, while his wife lies co-
matose, thatshe was unfaithful to
him. Distraught, he then takes his
daughters to Kauai to confront
his wife’s lover.
The film is nominated for
several Gotham Awards, includ-
ing Best Feature, Best Ensemble
Performance and Breakthrough
publicsafety
reports
Medical Assist
Thursday, Nov. 10 3:30 p.m,
DPS contacted an intoxicated non-affiliate male; contacted
transportation to local sobering center.
Medical Assist
Thursday, Nov. 10 6:40 p.m.
Faculty reported student having anxiety attack; no medical
transport necessary.
Safety Assist - Elevator
Thursday, Nov. 10 9 p.m.
Elevator not functioning;elevator service contractor contacted.
Malicious Mischief
Thursday, Nov. 10 9:45 p.m.
DPS observed a house phone missing with remnants hanging
from wall by phone cord; HRL Facilities contacted.
Alcohol Violation
Thursday, Nov. 1011:45 p.m.
DPS/HRL responded to a disturbance report; contacted resi-
dence, occupants documented for alcohol.
the spectator
Actor (Shailene Woodley as
Clooney’s daughter). In the past,
The Gotham Awards nominated
several films that went on to get
Oscar nods, including “The Hurt
Locker” and “Winter’s Bone.”
Other film buzz suggests that
Clooney might pick up his third
Best Actor nomination for his
performance.
“Shame” (Dec. 2)
Rated NC-17, Shame explores
the graphic life ofa man addicted
to sex in Manhattan. Brandon
(Michael Fassbender) finds his
life uprooted when his unstable
younger sister (Carey Mulligan)
comes to stay with him indefinitely.
Directed by Steve McQueen,
the film has been acclaimed by
British critics and received rave re-
views at the Toronto International
Film Festival. Fassbender has
earned praise for his grim perfor-
mance and seems to be a shoo-in
for a Best Actor nomination.
“Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows: Part II” (July 15)
Unless you’ve been living un-
der a rock for the past 13 years,
you know what this is about. In
the final installment of the Harry
et cetera
Theft
Friday, Nov. 11 12:50p.m,
Student reported bike and cable lock taken from bike rack.
Accident, Motor Vehicle
Friday, Nov. 11 9:20 p.m.
Student reported non-injury motor vehicle accident occurred
while waiting for stop light; drivers exchanged information.
Malicious Mischief
Friday, Nov. 11 10:40 p.m.
DPS noticed damage to bollard at the entrance of campus;
contacted Facilities for replacement.
Welfare Check
Saturday, Nov. 12 1:30 a.m.
DPS observed group ofstudents assisting an intoxicated female;
DPS/HRL contacted student, no medical transport necessary.
Malicious Mischief
Saturday, Nov. 12 10:45am.
DPS noticed damageto universitysignage; Facilities contacted.
Potter saga, Harry takes on hor-
cruxes, Dumbledore’s shady past,
the Battle for Hogwarts and Lord
Voldemort himself.
Although “Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part II” is argu-
ably not the best film in the series,
the movie has generated a notable
amount of Oscar buzz. This year,
the conclusion might snag more
than just its usual Best Special
Effects nod. Possible Oscar nods
will serve more as an acknowledge-
ment of the eight-film cinematic
feat and the overwhelming success
of the overall series than as praise
for this specific installment. Rumor
has it that the film might even earn
some acting nominations.
“Albert Nobbs”(Jan. 27)
“Albert Nobbs” tells the story
of a woman in late 19th century
Ireland who dresses as a man in or-
der to keep her job at a hotel.
Alongside actors including Mia
Wasikowska, critics say that Glenn
Close delivers a performance so
shocking that it even outshines her
startling makeover forthe film. Last
nominated for an Oscar 23 years
ago for “Dangerous Liaisons,” talk
among critics is that Close is sure
to earn another nomination for her
performance as Nobbs. Although
still early in the race, Close’s tough
competition for Best Actress in-
cludes powerhouses like ViolaDavis
(The Help), Meryl Streep (The Iron
Lady), and Michelle Williams (My
Week With Marilyn).
“Martha MarcyMayMarlene”
(Oct. 21)
Newcomer Elizabeth Olsen stars
as Martha, a teenager who fled a ru-
ral cult ledby a Charles Manson-like
leader (John Hawkes) and is trying
to emotionally recover. Martha re-
turns to the real world, dependent
on her sister Lucy, only to find that
it’s no better than the cult she fled.
“Martha Marcy May Marlene,”
alongside “The Descendants,” also
dominates the Gotham Award
nominations this year. Olsen is
nominated for Breakthrough Actor
and first-time director Sean Durkin
is nominated for Breakthrough
Director. The nightmarish film
has earned positive reviews and
both Olsen and Hawkes may be
contenders for acting nods.
“The Ides ofMarch” delves into
the seedyworld ofpolitics that we
“The Ides of March” (Oct. 7)
Narcotics
Saturday, Nov. 12 5:15 p.m.
DPS/HRL contacted room for burning odor; occupants docu-
mented for marijuanaand alcohol.
Medical Assist
Saturday, Nov. 12 10:40 p.m.
DPS/HRL responded to an intoxicated student; evaluated by
SFD, transportedvia AMR to hospital for further care.
Suspicious Circumstance
Sunday, Nov. 13 4:30 p.m.
DPS contacted male soliciting audio equipment; cleared cam-
pus on own.
Theft
Sunday, Nov. 13 6:40 p.m.
Student reported bicycle removed from unlocked
parkedvehicle.
Alcohol Violation
Sunday, Nov. 13 11:25 p.m.
DPS/HRL contacted a room for excessive noise; occupants
documented for alcohol.
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are oh-so-familiar with in this time
ofcontentious GOP debates, lavish
campaigns and hushed-up sexual
assault accusations. The story fol-
lows press secretaryStephen Meyers
(Ryan Gosling) as he handles dam-
age control for Democratic presi-
dential candidate Governor Mike
Morris(George Clooney).
Clooney directed the film (he
also directed the Oscar-nominated
Good Night, and Good Luck in
2005) and might earn his second
Best Director nod. Gosling also
seems to be taking over the Oscar
race this year as he approaches a
nomination for Best Actor. His per-
formance in “The Ides of March”
has impressed many critics and if
that’s not enough, then maybe his
nameless performance in “Drive”
will garner a nomination. Gosling
was last nominated for HalfNelson
in 2007.
Kellie may be reached at
kcox@su-spectator.com
Campus Voice:
What do you think
of Jerry Sandusky
and the Penn State
scandal?
Across
1. Coarse file
5. Competent
9. Severe
14.
“
sprach Zarathustra”
15. Beat with a whip
16. Eagle’s home
17. Sets of equipment
18. Tooth
19. Cow catcher
20. Oriental
22. Improve in appearance
24. Part of an ice skate
26. Comedian Philips
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27. Depressing
30. Avis alternative
35. Gut course
36. He sang about Alice
37. Biblical trio
38. Involuntary muscular con-
traction
39. Polygon having nine sides
42. Rockers Steely
43. Med school subj.
45. Baltic capital
46. Bring together
48. Awful
50. Stared fiercely
crossword
AzizYuldashev
Senior, Electrical engineering
“He is a pervert and a pedophile
and he is not a human being, he
is some sort of psychopath.”
Paola Rodriguez Hurtado
Sophomore, Film Studies Major
“I don’t know and I don’t care about American
football. I don’t know about the scandal.”
51. Black bird
52. Refine metal
54. Aids
58. Place in position
62. Sierra
63. kleine Nachtmusik
65. “Night” author Wiesel
67. 1999 Ron Howard film
68. Tear
69. It’s a good thing
70. Poet Angelou
71. Nintendo rival
bestcrossword.com
Ricky Hontanon
Sophomore, International
Relations
“I don’tknow what that is. What
is that?"
Down
1. Leaf tool
2. Inter
3. Fast fliers
4. Postilion
5. Brawl
6. Tasteless
7. Actor Chaney
8. Ova
9. Italian sausage
10. Dainty restaurant
11. Formerly, formerly
12. Ascend
13. Dodge model
21. Violinist Mischa
23. Ditto '
25. Angers
26. Scene of first miracle
27. Imply
28. Singer Cleo
29. Academy award
31. Pond organism
difficulty: medium
et cetera the spectator
Sofia D’Aniello
Sophomore, Diagnostic
Ultrasound
“I think that it is absolutely
disgusting and horrifying what
has happened, and I think
everyone who was in a position
to stop it and didn’t should be
severely punished.”
Interviews and photos by Loren Elliott
32
.
Low point
33. Playing marble
34. Covered on the inside
36. Indigo
40. Regular course
41. Negates
44. Apprentice
47. Chats
49. Put in
50. Swiss city
53. Like some gum
54. Soprano Gluck
55. Mariners can sail on seven
of these
*
56. Drunkards
57. Appear
59. “Hard I” (sailor’s yeli)
60. Kind of cod
61. Moon of Jupiter
64. Agency of the United Nations
sudoku
9
websudoku.com
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Occupy expands internationally far beyond Wall St.
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
There’s nothing like a revolution to
ignite revolution.
Though different in language, culture
and location, countries across the world
are realizing they have had enough with
corporate greed, rising poverty and eco-
nomic disparity.
On Saturday, Oct. 15, Occupy protests
America and these European
nations are looked at as
role models in a way...
Pratistha Kansakar
International Student
went viral, spreading to 951 cities in 82
countries, according to CNN.
The 99 percent is revealing its presence
worldwide.
“America and these European nations
are looked at as role models in a way
be-
cause these countries are much more ahead
than where I come from,” said senior in-
ternational student Pratistha Kansakar.
“We sort of follow the steps so I think it
can be a very good example that can help
mobilize a lot of people.”
Kansakar is originally from Nepal but
came to the United States in 2008 to
attend college.
Oct. 15 saw protests in places such as
Denmark, Belgium, Amsterdam, London
and Germany, to name a few. According
to The New York Times, protesters num-
bered from 200,000 to 500,000 people
A walkthrough of Occupy Seattle’s encampment
the spectator
Emma McAleavy
News Editor
Johnny and Tony hang out outside the Occupy library doing odd jobs.
They both declined to give their last names.
“Yeah, I’ve gota last name, I just don’t want it in the newspaper,” saidTony.
Press coverage ofOccupy has been overly critical and unfair, accordingto
Tony, but he doesn’t think that’s unusual.
“The news just does a horrible job in general,” said Tony.
But despiteperceived criticism from the pressand the news from SCCC
this week that Occupy has worn out its welcome, Tony remains undaunted.
“I prayed for a thing like this to happen,” Tony said.
Tonywas unemployed when the protests began.
Johnny too is fully committed to the protest. It’s true, he admits, the
protest does attract some difficultcharacters, but insists Tony, there is a“core
group ofcool” people who keep the movement going.
“It’s the cool people that have kept me wanting to be here,” said Johnny.
Johnny can’t return to his hometown of Forks, Wash, because he owes
$150 on criminal trespassing charges.
“I can’t hug my mama or dogs,all because ofavictimless crime,”Johnnysaid.
in most countries. Such counts are higher
than all of the movements in the U.S.
combined.
But, for some countries, this day was
just a continuation ofa long-time struggle.
The streets of Madrid were filled with
more than 10,000 people in a protest
that began in May, according to CNN.
Demanding change in the government
as well as expressing frustrationwith the
economic crisis, the movement carries
many of the same dissatisfactions
that
Americans have expressed.
Yet there is a piece of the faction that
can be seen as distinctly American.
“This is a country built on the
American dream,” said Ryan Greene, di-
rector of the International Student Center
at Seattle University. “This is a country
built on the notion that if I work hard
enough, I will be rewarded and I will have
a home and I will have an education and
I will have certain things given to me.”
Though Greene acknowledges that such
an assertion has been redefined by stereo-
types, racism and sexism, he believes that
the idea of success has the reputation of
being more accessible in America than in
Globally, can Americans
really be considered
the “1 percent?”
other countries.
However, such success is becoming in-
creasingly difficult to see.
According to Greene, this achievement
is near hopeless.
“There’s sort of a decline in the belief
of...an opportunity for this country to
succeed,” he said.
It is a desire to reclaim that belief
that Occupy protesters worldwide are
demanding.
“They want money spent on the 99
percent, and they want to take [money]
not only from the rich but also from the
expenses on wars,” said Mikkel Wiese, an
iReport contributor. iReport is a service
There’s sort of a decline in
the belief of... an opportunity
for this country to succeed.
Ryan Greene
Director, International Student Center
from CNN to promote citizen journalism.
According to Greene, money is at the
heart of these issues.
“You need money to influence politics
and people who are influencing politics
don’t want to see their taxes raised,” he said.
The result ofsuch a system is a widen-
ing gap between the wealthy and everyone
else, which can be a frustrating realization.
“Why should someone who’s making
$2 million a year get a $2 million bonus
on top of it when there’s someone a couple
feet away from that person who can’t even
afford to eat?” Greene said.
The Census Bureau reported that
more than 15 percent of Americans are
living below the poverty line. Another
2.6 million people fell below the poverty
line last year.
But the prevalence of poverty is not
unique to the U.S.
The librarian was out when I stopped by, but according to the library-
sitters on hand, a 19-year-old girl usually watches over Occupy Seattle’s
small library collection. In the meantime, a protester and content-looking
Black Lab were using the warm dry space for a nap. This Lab is one of
several pets who have joined the protest with their owners. They can be
found snoozing in tents or roaming about looking for food.
The library includes an assortment ofsocial justice related literature,
some fiction, and a lot of Noam Chomsky.
Passers-by are invited to donate to the library.
Third world countries have whole
towns of people living without clean wa-
ter, shelter or education.
“Why is it that we are okay with peo-
ple living in poverty?” Greene said.
America, according to mindfully.org,
consumes 25 percent of the world’s en-
ergy resources and yet comprises only 5
percent of the world population.
Globally, can America really be con-
sidered the “1 percent?”
“[People] are living in poverty or on
less than $2 a day,” Greene said. “Cows
in England live on more than $2 a day.
We are takingbetter care of livestock than
we are ofpeople. It raises a moral red flag
about our nation and about our world.”
Internationally, Occupy protests are
expressing similar frustrations to that of
the U.S. There is dissatisfaction with
corporate greed and income dispar-
ity. Inspired by each other and en-
couraged by numbers, protests
continue around the globe.
Colleen may be
reached at
cfontana@su-
spectator.com
In defense of sitting and refusing to move
Kelton Sears
A&E/Managing Editor
The thing I don’t understand about
Occupy Wall Street is why nobody seems
to understand Occupy Wall Street. It’s a
pretty simple idea.
Early in 2008, the majority ofthe coun-
try suffered a giant economic collapse —
all thanks to awful lending practices from
greedy banks preying on uninformedpeople
looking for homes. Once sub-prime loans
managed to disassemble a number ofgiant
banking institutions, and with them a huge
swath of other American institutions and
businesses, the government bailed them out.
Now, Wells Fargo, US Bank, Goldman
Sachs, Bank ofAmerica, JP Morgan & Chase
and more are all making record profits.
That’s what I don’t understand.
And that’s why Occupy Wall Street is
actually a pretty simple idea.
Occupy Wall Street is what hap-
pened when a group of people
started demanding to know
why education, health
▼ care and social securi-
.....
tv are being diced
up and tossed
in a nasty
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Few women are visible at the OccupySeattle camp, but one at least was
to befound in the kitchen, where free food is served to anyone who brings
their own plate and utensils. Apples seem to be a staple ofan Occupiers
diet. Indeed, one sign in the camp joked, “You know you’ve been With
Occupy too long when you eat at least four apples a day.”
Emma may be reached at emcaleavy@su-spectator.com
recession stew when the banks that caused
this whole mess seem to be floating right
over it all. It’s what happenedwhen people
realized most of the decisions being made
that effect their lives financially are being
made by very few people who have very
little in common with them, and that this
doesn’t make any sense either. OccupyWall
Street isn’t that radical, unless you con-
sider asking “Where did my money go?” a
radical question.
The whole thing is so simple that it
took a childrens author to put it the most
eloquently. Lemony Snicket, author of the
bestselling children’s book series “A Series
of Unfortunate Events,” joined a growing
group called “Occupy Writers” and pub-
lished a list of “13 Observations Made
While Watching Occupy Wall Street from
a Discrete Distance.” The list at this point is
required reading for anyone still confused.
Some highlights:
“3. Money is like a child — rarely unac-
companied. When it disappears, look to
those who were supposed to be keeping
an eye on it while you were at the gro-
cery store. You might also look for some-
one who has a lot of extra children sitting
around, with long, suspicious explanations
for how they got there.”
“10. It is not always the job of people
shouting outside impressive buildings to
solve problems. It is often the job of the
people inside, who have paper, pens, desks
and an impressive view.”
There seems to be a prevailing thought
that Occupy Wall Street is silly because
“these people don’t have a solution,” or
that “they don’t have a plan, they’re just
being a nuisance taking over public areas.”
Isn’t that the point though? Isn’t that
what a protest is?
Rosa Parks got a lot done by sitting
down and refusing to leave and a lot of
people similarly criticized her back then.
Rosa Parks isn’t famous because she drafted
a 250-page outline on how to comprehen-
sively end institutional racism, and the
Occupy Wall Street movement isn’t going
to draft a 250-page outline on how to solve
the economic crisis and balance the budget.
They aren’t economists, Rosa Parks wasn’t a
lawyer, and that’s not even the point.
For those who wonder about the “point”
of Occupy Wall Street, here it is: to start
and preserve a long overdue conversation.
To force people to pay attention to an issue
that was going to skirt by otherwise.
Recently, the Gini Coefficient, a mea-
sure of income distribution used by the
CIA, found that the income gap in the
Occupy Wall Street isn’t that
radical, unless you consider
asking “Where did my money
go?” a radical question.
United States is worse than that ofmuch of
developing Western Africa, South America,
and pretty much the entire Eurasian conti-
nent, including India and China.
The U.S. is almost $15 trillion in debt
and when we are in the most financial
trouble we’ve been in as a country since
the great depression, the banks are once
again making record profits.
Everyone knows something is wrong
about that picture. There’s nothing right
about it. Yet for the longest time, nobody
was really talking about it. Nobody was
talking about the fact that while this crisis
happens, the rich continue to pay lower
tax rates than the middle and lower class
while being simultaneously mocked for
“not working hard enough.” While this
crisis happens, the hatchet continues to
come down on absolutely everything else
— cutting government jobs, retirement,
decently-pricedpublic universities, public
Paul Novasky is a renaissance man.
“They call me the laundry guy, the carpenter, the medic...
”
Novaskysaid.
The list goes on, but Novasky is a carpenter by trade.
“I’m working full-time and I have a place down in Kent,” Novaskysaid.
He spends his days off with Occupy at SCCC though. His current
project is building a portable media tent. A wobbly-looking structure,
made out ofdonated lumber and synthetic twine, the media tent would
serve as a relatively dry space for Occupy leadership to set up computers
in order to post regularly to Facebook and Twitter.
In addition to the media tent, Novasky build a two-story, make-shift
arts and crafts tent. He and a friend sleep in the second story, while arts
and crafts go on
below.
“This is what Occupy is all about,” Novaskysaid as he showed me his
second story flat. “Making something out ofnothing.”
Novasky also remains enthusiastic about the movement.
“Isn’t this great? This is Occupy. Why would you want to go do other
things?” Novasky asked.
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programs, arts funding, you name it. While
the crisis happens, banks have the audacity
to tack on more and more surcharges for
ridiculous things like usingyour debit card
each month.
Everyone knew all these things were
wrong, but nobodywanted to talk about it,
so a group ofpeople in New York decided
they were going to force everybody to talk
about it. And then groups ofpeople around
the country decided they were going to
force everybody to talk about it.
And you know what? Now everybody is
talking about it.
Slowly reports came in about the move-
ment and how nobody else was reporting
on it. Then everyone seemed to be report-
ing on how nobody else was reporting on
it. Then everyone reported on how it was
being reported too much. And now finally
people are reporting about what it actu-
ally is.
And it effects everyone.
Occupy Wall Street is having tangible
effects. On Nov. 5, ABC news reported that
1 million Americans moved their accounts
from big banks to small credit unions.
That bank transfer day was organized by
Occupy Wall Street. Copycat movements
have spread across the world to Europe,
Asia and Australia. Our financial situation,
the federal budget and the toll cuts that are
taking on the middle and lower class are
now the hottest discussion item in political
discourse. Turn on the news at any time of
the day and someone will be talking about
the crisis.
And maybe that’s not a solution, but it’s
a step forward. It’s a beginning.
And in the end, that’s what Occupy
Wall Street is. It’s the beginning of a con-
versation that needed to start about three
years ago.
Kelton may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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‘Earnest’
Wilde’s play earns laughs
and approval from Lee
Center audiences
Katie Gilbert
Staff Writer
A slightly renovated rendi-
tion of “The Importance of
Being Earnest” was brought to
Lindsey Wasson | TheSpectator
A distraught JackWorthing, played by Gerald Grissette, is consoled by Dr. Canon Chasuble, played by Dan Rector, during the Lee Center’s
updated version of “The Importance of Being Earnest,” which was reset in the roaring '20s to modernize its themes.
the spectator
as funny as it was a century ago
center stage at the Lee Center
Wednesday night.
Originally written during
the Victorian era, director Ki
Gottberg brought the play to the
roaring ‘20s to make it more relat-
able to the issues we face today.
The crowd was definitely roar-
ing with laughter throughout the
comedy, but the importance of
the shift in time period didn’t
entertainment
come through quite as clear as the
comedy. Although the glamour of
1920s fashion did add a much ap-
preciated looseness in the costume
choices and hairstyles, it could
have been just as relatable with
the Victorian corsets and parasols
instead of the bobs, lace-up ballets
flats, and feathered headbands.
However, the intention to “ex-
amine what is trivial and what is
earnest in our lives” was well un-
derstood by the audience.
The witty lines of Algernon
and Jack as well as the silly antics
of Cecily were showstoppers in
their frivolity and hilarity, as well
as the outrage of the characters
over matters ofstudying, cucum-
ber sandwiches and central to the
play, the name of one’s beau.
As far as the cast goes, Gottberg
did an excellent job.
Gerald Grisette as Jack was
wonderful, especially when chok-
Gerald Grisette as
Jack was wonderful,
especially when
choking Algernon.
ing Algernon for his bunberry-
ing adventure to his own secret
cotintry house. Gwendolyn too
was amazing, looking exactly like
a young Barbra Streisand. She em-
bodied the glamour of the 1920s
as well as portraying some excel-
lent vogue-ing in her entrances on
stage as well as scene partner Kate
Wisniewski as Lady Bracknell
The audience adored Meme
Garcia as Cecily, drawing lots of
laughter for her outstanding, physi-
cal, flamboyant performance, fling-
ing herselfabout the stage in fitsof
lovelorn swooning.
Michael Notestine as Algernon
took time to grow on the audi-
ence. Although not at once
loved, by the end of the play his
dry humor and ability to deliver
witty lines with a snippy attitude
ended
up being an absolutely per-
fect fit for Algernon’s character.
Notestine seemed like hewas born
to play this role, irking out each
snarky witticism tucked away in
Wilde’s words.
The play went smoothly even
amidst a three-minute stage
change as directed by stage man-
The audience
adored Meme
Garcia as Cecily.
ager Ryan Gelksey. It definitely
says something when even a gap-
ing scene change does not break
up the hilarity of the play.
The production kept every-
one on their toes as the charac-
ters, frustrated and love stricken,
strove to marry their prospective
partners and wallow through the
binding formalities that guide so-
ciety. “The Impprtance of Being
Earnest” is sort of proto-Bravo
TV. Wilde’s play is full ofsocietal
humor, scandal, and talk about
love and marriage (and the follies
ofboth). Luckily for everyone, it’s
way better than Bravo. The fact
that Wilde’s script is still hilarious
acentury later is a testament to his
genius. The word bunberry will
pretty much always be funny.
Kate may be reached at
kgilbert@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/entertainment
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Resolution may allow bars to remain open past 2 a.m.
Ashley Roe
Staff Writer
Seattle may need to adopt New
York City’s motto of “The City
That Never Sleeps” ifResolution
31308 is passed.
The Seattle City Council is wait-
ing to hear back from the Liquor
Control Board on a resolution that
was submitted to allow bars and
restaurants to serve liquor past the
normal service hours of2 a.m.
“The resolution gives local ju-
risdictions the option to choose if
they wish to extend their service
hours,” said Tim Burgess, a Seattle
City Council member.
The resolution, which
would amend the Washington
Administration Code (WAC) 314-
11-070 that prohibits selling and
serving liquor between 2 a.m. and
6 a.m., has Seattleites divided.
“Resolution 31308, if put
into effect, would contribute to
Loren Elliott | The Spectator
Capitol Hill's lively bar scene may get even livelier if Resolution 31308 passes, part of Mayor Mike McGinn’s comprehensive Nightlife Initiative plan to spice up Seattle’s streets.
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
Ifthe theme ofa dance is going
to be classy elegance, there would
be no more appropriate venue in
all of Seattle than the Seattle Art
Museum, as everyone know it is
impossible for a museum not to
exude class and elegance.
For Fall Ball this year, SEAC
decided to keep things classy and
elegant by not only hosting Fall
Ball at the SAM, but sticking to a
simple and classic black and white
theme for tickets, promotions and
the event itself.
“We’re going classier this year,
with a sleek design,” said SEAC Fall
Ball chair Evan Johnson. “The SAM
is a pretty sleek, modern place, and
November 16, 2011
Fall Ball goes fine art, just don’t puke on paintings
economic vitality and support the
restaurant and bar industry by
keeping jobs in that field,” Burgess
said. “It would contribute to the
nightlife scene of the city and make
this an attractive place for tourists
as well.”
The opportunity to get more
business and make more rev-
enue is a huge incentive for
bars and restaurants to support
this resolution.
“There’s a group of restaurant
and bar owners that would like to
see ifthis experimentation can be
done correctly,” Burgess said.
Capitol Hill’s very own Neumos
and Moe Bar fit into that category.
A press release was sent out by the
establishments asking for people
to contact the Liquor Control
Board expressing support for
the resolution.
“As busy and predominantly
late-night Seattle businesses on
Capitol Hill, [Neumos and Moe
we wanted that in the design.”
The students ofSeatdeUniversity
seem to agree, with tickets selling
out in only one week, even with200
more tickets offered than last year.
The entire museum will be open
for the duration of the dance, in-
cluding the visiting exhibition,
“Luminous: The Art of Asia.” DJ
Ben Garrison will be playing “DJ
style top 40 hits,” according to
Johnson, under the cars in the lobby
ofthe museum, and this year’s event
will feature karaoke on a projector
in a separatepart of the museum.
The facilities marketing man-
ager for the SAM is also excited for
the event to be held at this venue
thisyear.
“SAM is thrilled that Seattle
University has envisioned the
Bar] believe [Resolution 31308]
would help many safety concerns
night life is faced with,” the press
release stated.
Comments that support or
oppose the resolution can be
sent directly to the mayor or the
city council.
Prolonging service hours can
bring some negative consequences
along as well.
“Longer hours results in more
alcohol consumption and that
can sometimes lead to problems,”
Burgess said. “In some other cities,
this has led to an increase in fights
and assaults.”
These risks do not seem worth
it for some business owners, but no
businesses have risen up in opposi-
tion to the resolution.
The Nightlife Initiative, cre-
ated by Mayor Mike McGinn in
July, hopes to mitigate many of the
problems that could arise from ex-
tending hours. Resolution 31308,
il.
museum as a place for the Fall Ball,
as it speaks directly to some ofour
goals for Remix, in terms ofengag-
ing young adults in the museum's
exhibitions, collections and pro-
gramming,” said Betsey Meacham.
She also encourages attendees to
visit the various exhibitions that will
be open to ticket holders.
However, ifthe theme ofa dance
is going to be classy elegance, there
would be nothing less appropri-
ate than being crazy intoxicated at
someplace as classy and elegant at
the SAM.
“As long as you’re respectful and
cooperative and having a good time
without obstructing others, then I
won’t bother you,” Johnson said.
“Also do not puke on any priceless
worksofart.”
also created by McGinn, is an ex- the city will work with prop-
tension ofthis initiative. erty owners and businesses to set
The eight priorities ofthe initia- up new late night taxi zones in
tive include: downtown, Belltown, Pioneer
1. Code compliance enforcement Square, Broadway, the University
2. Flexible liquor service hours District and Ballard,” according
3. Noise ordinance enforcement to Seattlepi.com
4. Security training requirements The mayor and council mem-
5. Precinct community outreach bers want a smooth transition ifthe
6. Professional development resolution is passed. They would
7. transportation oversee the steps of the change
alternatives to make sure any initial kinks are
8. Targeting public nuisances worked out.
So far, McGinn has also tackled “The city councilwill bewatch-
the late night transportation alter- ing very carefully about the details
natives portion of the initiative. of implementation,” Burgess said.
Drivers on Capitol Hill can “Protecting public safetyand mon-
pre-pay for parking from 8 a.m. itoring how this resolution will
to 10 a.m. the following morning, impact our surrounding neighbor
This would be to prevent people cities is important to us.”
from driving while intoxicated and
to give them enough time to pick Ashley may be reached at
up their car in the morning if they aroe@SU-speCtator.COm
decide to take alternate means of
transportation home.
“The mayor also announced
While past years at Fall Ball
have proven more memorable for
the shenanigans that happen at
the event, rather than the venue or
event itself, (remember the aquari-
um?), SEAC promises this year will
be different.
“Last year was a success, and
there will be no entrance whatsoever
ifyou’re belligerent,” said Veronica
Lim, the vice president for event
operations for SEAC. “I like giv-
ing our students the benefit of the
doubt that [they’re] not going to
be drunk.”
In addition to the SAM’s secu-
rity staff that will be keeping the
peace, SEAC will also have staff,
along with representatives from
ASSU and Student Activities.
According to Johnson, the Seattle
entertainment ■BB
il t
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Police Department will also have a
presence this year.
“Drunkpeople won’t be a prob-
lem at all,” Johnson said. “We’ll
have lots ofpeople with eyes open.
I want people to have a really good
time and respect SEAC’s work.”
Although ticket have sold out,
there will be two more chances to
win tickets. On Wednesday eve-
ning, SEAC will be sponsoring a
swing dancing event in Campion
Ballroom at 7 p.m. where a draw-
ing will be held for two tickets.
On Thursday, there will also be a
screening of the film “Waiting for
Superman” where the last ticket will
be offered in a rafHe.
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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RUDY UNMASKED
(kind of, not really)
entertainment
SyBean | Spectator
su-spectator.com/entertainment
Rudy keeps it real at men’s basketball opener
Adrian Munger and Kelton Sears
Sports Editor and A&E/Managing Editor
Mascots are one of the few things about
sports everyone can agree on. If you don’t
like mascots, you just don’t like fun. Plain
and simple. You could take the most preten-
tious, anti-athletics philosophy major with
an expertise in Heideggerian existentialist
phenomenology, and they’d still chuckle
when a big stupid furry rabbit pretends to
get hit in the groin. Human beings are hard-
wiredto love big stupid furry things getting
hit in the groin.
So in a way, the last great bastion ofhope
for the Athletics Department to woo over
the athletically disinclined masses at our
newly DivisionOne-ified university rests on
the shoulders of one big stupid furry bird.
Rudy the Redhawk.
This may seem presumptuous, but when
you think about, it makes a lot ofsense. How
often do students from Seattle University
identify themselves as “Redhawks?” Not
very. And even if they do, is it ever with the
fervor that other university students identify
themselves as a Husky?
Rudy is looking to beat the hell out of
that stupid dog.
Mascots are one of the few
things about sports everyone
can agree on. If you don’t like
mascots, you don’t like fun
“My goal for the UW game is to get
in a fight with the Husky and make it on
ESPN,” said Rudy, whose identity will re-
main anonymous. “I basicallywant to push
this as far as I can this year without being
fired.”
Rudy may finally have an identity worth
identifying with. Not too cuddly, not too vi-
cious— that perfect mix ofconfrontational
brattiness and fun-loving doofiness.
Before the opening exhibition game
of the basketball season against Pacific
Lutheran University, Rudy suits up, and asks
someone to tuck his waddle into his jersey.
“It’s usually super freaking hot in here
without the jersey, but with it, it’s even hot-
ter. I take this head off and I look like I just
came out ofthe shower.”
It’s going to be a hot winter for Rudy. If
things go according to plan, he’ll be moving
around a lot more.
Meanwhile, on the court, the men’s bas-
ketball team moved around a lot more as
well. The Pacific Lutheran game was a blow-
out. The Redhawks were in control for the
entire contest, beating the Pacific Lutheran
Lutes by 48 points. The 101-53 victory
was one of the most lopsided games Seattle
U has played since returning to Division
One basketball.
Seattle U took control of the game right
from the beginning, making their first nine
shots from the field, including the first five
three-pointers they shot. This near-perfect
shooting, combined with dominating de-
fense, culminated in a 20-0 Redhawk scor-
ing run midway through the first half. At
one point, Seattle U led the Lutes 36-9.
Essential to this first half scoring run was
senior forward Aaron Broussard, who hit
his first seven shots of the night. Broussard
would go on to score 15 points while grab-
bing four rebounds and three steals.
Most of Rudy’s fist pumps were in
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Our mascot opens up about
mascot-ing at the shutout
SU vs. PLU exhibition game
reaction to Broussard that night. According
to Rudy, being a mascot is a lonely job, but
also a unifying one.
“WhenI walk around Connolly carrying
the suit, I’m sort of looked at like trash,”
Rudy said. Pre-transformation, Rudy is just
a guy holding a big blob of red feathery
flesh. “But when I put that suit on, everyone
will give me a high five, I transform.”
Rudy has been more visible and inter-
active on campus lately. Popping up in
C-Street for meet-and-greets and all sorts
of RedZone events, there just seems to be
more of him. He’s a bit more vulgar than
before, making inappropriate gestures with
his wings and followingwomen around per-
haps a bit much for a big bird, but this is
kind ofwhat the doctor ordered.
“I want to be more proactive, more in
your face,”Rudy said. “People like the cyni-
cal, devious side of sports and I want to
play to that.”
This basketball season, Rudy is looking
to mess with the crowd more. He’s looking
to be more antagonistic, just as an interlop-
ing mascot should. But during the men’s
exhibition opener, he still takes time for “Ice
Cream and Cake Time” with the kids —- a
dance to a hyped up re-hash of the “Peanut
Butter Jelly” song.
Rudy’s determination to be a more ag-
gressive and active mascot parallels the shift
in the basketball program, where new, larger
players have helped create a physical style
of play that gave them a significant advan-
tage over the Lutes, an advantage that was
essential for their victory. The Redhawks
physicality was especially evident when it
came to rebounds. The Redhawks held the
Lutes to just 24 rebounds the whole game,
while grabbing 61 themselves, including 19
offensive boards. The Redhawks domina-
tion was so complete that they got more
offensive rebounds than the Lutes had
defensive ones.
“We’re bigger and stronger [this season],”
said head coach Cameron Dollar. “But we’ve
always been scrappy and aggressive.”
Physicality and rebounding weren’t the
Redhawks only advantages. They had an
extremely strong defense, holding Pacific
Lutheran to 26.3 percent (15-of-57) shoot-
ing from the field and forcing 15 turnovers
over the course of the game.
Saturday’s game, while encourag-
ing, didn’t actually count for much. The
match-up with the Lutes was an exhibition
game, meaning it has no impact on the
Redhawks forward Aaron Broussard is new to the team this yearand showed he means business at the exhibition game, dominating
the court and playing a crucial role in the overwhelming defeat of Pacific Lutheran University.
regular season. Instead, it was a way for the
Redhawks to gain confidence from an easy
win, building enthusiasm and interest in the
team before the season began. This sort of
victory is going to be rare when the actual
season starts,when the Redhawks play high-
er caliber teams like Stanford, University
of San Francisco and the University of
Washington.
I want to be more proactive,
more in your lace. People like the
cynical, deviousside of sports,
and I want toplay to that.
More than anything the game was a
venue to show off the talent ofnew players
like Eric Wallace. Wallace, a senior transfer,
recently came to Seattle U after spending
time at Ohio State. Last year Wallace didn’t
play due to a broken leg. After receiving an
offer from Seattle U and permission from
the NCAA, Wallace transferred to Seattle
U.
“The last time I suited up was February
2010. I was very excited to play. I sat out
for two years after transferring schools, and
then I broke my leg. I just thank God that
Emma Lytle helps Rudy suit up backstage where he will wander aimlessly for an hour,
pondering his devious future shenanigans and plotting accordingly.
Rudy the Redhawk
Giant Mythical Bipedal Bird
entertainment
I get a chance to play,” Wallace said. “I’m
thankful to [Coach Dollar] for letting me
play and givingme this scholarship to play. I
look forward to the season transpiring. Were
doing something big here at Seattle U.”
Wallace was a powerful force in Saturday’s
game, scoring 16 points and grabbing sev-
en rebounds, as well as dominating on the
defensive end with a physical element the
Redhawks have been lacking until now.
“Its good to have [Eric], he’s contributed
a lot. He’s mature, he’s worked hard. He’s
made a big contribution, as have all of our
guys,” Dollar said. “We got great kids who
work hard.”
Dollar seemed optimistic about the
team’s prospects this season after seeing their
performance on Saturday.
“We did a good job defensively, and we’re
going to hang our hat on that all year long,”
Dollar said. “We contested their shots, mak-
ing sure their three-point guys couldn’t go
off.”
This basketball season, keep track not
only of the basketball team’s progress, but
that ofRudy as well. By the end ofthe sea-
son, we may see a trampoline jumping, back
flipping bird that will finally give Seattle U
the figurehead it deserves. Maybe once and
for all students will be able to say without
some degree of timidity that we are in fact
Redhawks and that will distinctly mean
something to us.
Kelton may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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Men’s basketball player profile: Aaron Broussard
Rosalie Cabison
StaffWriter
Walking around the athletics side of the
Connolly Center, you can always tell when
Aaron Broussard is in the area. The initials
“AB” echo through the halls as teammates,
fellow student-athletes, coaches, student
managers and staff require his attention or
simply feel the need to acknowledge him.
Although winning is going to need to be a
shared effort from the men’s basketball team,
it’s clear that this senior forward/guard is
going to be one of the firstguys on the floor that
Broussard at a game against Pacific Lutheran
University on Nov. 11.
Men’s basketball player profile: Jarell Flora
Rosalie Cabison
Staff Writer
Jarell Flora wants Seattle
University to know that he is a
Libra. This astrological sign is rep-
resented by the scales and those
born under it are best known for
their skill in judgment, fairness and
balance. As a guard on the men’s
basketball team, his Libra-esque
decision-making abilities should
give Flora the edge on the court to
help the Redhawks get the win.
RC: What contributions
are you expecting to make this
season?
JF: Particularly defense and
rebounding. Not focus on my of-
fense so much, just nailing defense
and letting my offense come to me
when it comes.
RC: Is it different coming in as
a redshirt freshman?
JF: Yeah, I’ve got more experi-
ence and preparation [after] being
able to watch a full season and just
watching the game, picking up cer-
tain things and getting more knowl-
edge about the game. That helps
a lot.
RC: How is playing for Seattle
U different than playing for
Bremerton High School?
JF: It’s a lot more of a higher
level, a lot more intensity. That’s
about it, really.
RC: Have you had to
switch
up your game?
JF: No, not really. Not at
all. Same old dog, just added
a lot more things to my game.
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RC: What’s your major?
JF: I ’m pretty much a pre-major
right now but I’m thinking ofmov-
ing into sports science.
RC: Any ideas [of what you
want to do]?
JF: I’m thinking of being a
P.E. teacher or something. That’d
be cool.
RC: What did you want to do
when you were growing up?
JF. Of course, as a basketball
player I would want to make it to
the highest level that I could, but
[in general] just to do something
that I love to do and to excel and
be successful one day.
RC: Who did you watch play-
ing basketball growing up?
JF: I watched a lot of the Bulls
I’ve got more
experience and
preparation.
Jarrell Flora
Sophomore
— Scottie Pippen, probably my
favorite player.
RC: How are you handling
the expectations coming into
this year?
JF: Last year, I think I was not
as prepared as I should have been.
But now, sitting Out a year helped
me a lot. I’m focused on the small
sports
the Redhawks will look to when they need a
leader to follow.
RC: What kind ofcontributions doyou
see yourselfmaking this year?
AB: I wouldsay taking on a big leadership
role, try to improve on what I did last year:
be aggressive on offense and defense and try
to get a lot ofrebounds.
RC: Over your fouryears here, what’s the
difference between when you came here and
now that you’re going out?
AB: I wouldsay the pace, as faras justeach
day. WhenI first got to college it was a slower
pace, the middle of my career seemed to go
really fast looking back on it and now it’s slow-
ing down again as I’m anxious to graduate but
still wanting to live in each moment because
this is really a fun time. I’ve had a lot of fun.
RC: What are you studying?
AB: Criminal justice.
RC: What do you hope to do with that?
AB: I haven’t quite decided yet. It’s some-
thing I’m still figuring out. It’ll probably take
me the rest of the year before I really know
and have a sense ofwhat I wanna do.
RC: What kind of music do you
listen to?
AB: Hip-hop, some R&B. That’s about it.
RC: Some favorite artists? Off the top
of your head?
AB: LiT Wayne, Drake.
RC: What song do you listen to inorder
to get hyped up for a game?
AB: A lot ofnew stuffhas come out since
last season. For this season, I’d say Jay-Z and
Kanye West “Who Gon Stop Me.”
little details that I need to execute
during the game.
RC: What are your expecta-
tions for yourself?
JF: Just play the hardest I can
play and just execute and make sure
I do what’s best for the team and
help the team as much as I can.
RC: What are your hobbies?
JF: My hobbies? I like relaxing
a lot. Listening to music, hang-
ing with my family, playing video
games, ping pong.
RC: When did you start
doing that?
JF: I want to say my junior
year in high school. When I went
to visit my family in Indiana, my
grandpa had a ping pong table
downstairs so ever since then, I’ve
played a lot.
RC: What is your
biggest dream?
JF: Probably to buy my mom
a house. That would be my
main thing, for my mom and
my grandma.
RC: How’s your relationship
with your mom?
JF: Prettyclose. Anytime I need
to talk to somebody I just lean
on her.
RC: What’s your greatest fear?
JF: Greatest fear, probably
heights.
RC: Not a roller coaster guy?
JF: No. Well, as long as I’m not
looking down, I’m okay.
RC: Do you have a story or
something [about your fear
of heights]?
JF: Just walking the bridge every
.
RC: What were your dreams growing
up? Or even now?
AB: Growing up, I definitely alwayswant-
ed to be a professional athlete. As I got older,
focused more on basketball. Now, I would
love to playprofessionally even ifit’s overseas
or in the NBA, but hopefully overseas.
RC: Where would you want to
go overseas?
AB: Somewhere in Europe. I haven’t really
narrowed it down from there yet.
RC: When did you realize that bas-
ketball was going to be your focus?
Growing up, I definitely
always wanted to be a
professional athlete,
AB: There was a time in eighth grade
where I wanted to quit. I was playing
baseball and that was — at the time —
one of my favorite sports and I had just
started football in seventh grade too. In
about eighth grade I just wanted to quit
everything and play basketball. Then I
got to high school, ninth grade, with the
same attitude and I got a call from the
football coach. One of the captains talked
me into playing and I absolutely loved it.
other day to school, to Bremerton.
Tried not to look down.
RC: If you could travel any-
where and do anything, where
would you go and what would
you do? Or you don’t even have
to travel, you could stay here and
do something.
JF: I would probably travel to the
Bahamas and scuba dive.
RC: What’s your favorite
animal?
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Flora dribbles past Pacific Lutheran University’s Zachary Klein during
a game at Key Arena on Nov. 11.
Aaron Broussard
Senior
JF: I like either a lion or a liger.
I’m definitely glad I played but even then
I still felt basketball — it’s what I played
growing up, I played that much more than
any sport. After football ended senior year
and basketball season started I knew it was
what I was going to focus on.
RC: What are your fears?
AB: Spiders, heights and probably
snakes. Those are in my top five.
RC: Describe your perfect day off.
AB: Let's see. No class, no practice, a
full day off. I don’t have a lot of homework
to do so that my mind can recover from a
tough week. It’s a Monday, because I don’t
really like Sundays in this mood where it’s
like “Dang! It’s gonna be Monday!” Pretty
nice weather, not too hot and not too cold,
and I also don’t have to get up early the
next morning.
RC: Favorite plate? What’s your
perfect meal?
AB: I’d just have to say pizza. Pizza and
wings. And salad.
RC: What do you think needs to be
done for [the team] to win the NIT?
AB: To win the NIT? We have to get there.
Other than that, we need to take it game by
game, day by day. Really look at what we
do well and correct our errors and try to cut
down on turnovers. Mostly, just get a lot of
experience playing together. We have a lot
ofnew guys so just making sure everyone is
in sync.
Rosalie may be reached at
rcabison@su-spectator.com
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RC: LikeNapoleon Dynamite?
JF: Yeah [laughs].
RC: What’s your role on the
team, off the court?
JF: Off the court?
RC: Like team chemistry.
JF: I ’m not necessarily as quiet
as I was last year, I crack a few jokes
once in awhile. I’m a relaxed guy, a
chill guy. I get alongwith everybody.
Rosalie may be reached at
rcabison@su-spectator.com
Redhawks soar to victory in home opener
be felt in the crowd,
but in the final seconds, Rhea
managed to shoot one final bas-
ket, putting the Redhawks back
in the lead with a half-time score
of 30-28, which got the crowd
energized.
“I thought that shot was a
game-changer. It definitely got
the crowd hyped up. From that
point on, I felt the crowd got
into it more, so I thought that
was a crucial shot,” said sopho-
more Marcus He, a spectator of
the game.
“I was just trying to get a
shot up because I knew that the
clock was winding down. I kind
of just let it go. There wasn’t too
Volleyball team loses to vising Portland
Rosalie Cabison
Staff Writer
At the last home game for the Seattle
University’s women’s volleyball team,
there was an unmistakable feeling of
anticipation. Even after Portland State
University was up two sets to none,
Seattle U seemed more focused than
ever. With every dig by Allie Hoskins
on defense, every block by Jordan Keller,
every pass by Megan Augustavo and ev-
ery kill by Cristin Richards, there was
still a feeling that momentum could
shift in favor of the Redhawks.
Early in the third set, PSU lead 6-5
with Seattle U serving. A block by se-
nior middle hitter Jordan Keller tied the
score. The concentrated home crowd
erupted in support. Seattle U served
again and after a short rally, a labori-
ous dig by defensive specialist Allie
Hoskins went out despite her effort. The
Redhawks switched to defensive mode
and the point resulted in a kill from se-
nior Cristin Richards and recovery of
their serve. The scoreboard read 7-7.
A service ace from Keller and two
more kills from Richards put the
Redhawks up 10-8, but eventually the
score leveled again at 10-10.
Redhawks fall after tough fight to UC Davis
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
Despite a feisty second
half performance by Seattle
University’s women’s basketball
team, the Redhawks lost to the
UC Davis Aggies 66-62 Sunday.
UC Davis’ players dominated
the first halfof the game, which
took place at Connolly Center.
Opposing junior guard Blair
Shinoda scored the first basket
of the game with a three-point
shot, an action which she and
fellow junior guard Cortney
French would successfully re-
peat four more times altogether
throughout the first period.
Less than two minutes later,
Redhawk sophomore forward
Kacie Sowell successfully com-
pleted a lay-up off an assist
from fellow sophomore for-
ward Ashley Ward, scoring the
Redhawks’ first basket. Sowell
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points ahead.
themselves a few
The tension could
much thought behind it, other
than trying to get a shot off,”
Rhea said.
“A couple of her shots, peo-
ple can say those are lucky, but
that’s just her. She’s strong and
she’s smart, and her leadership
is very evident on the floor,”
Bonvicini said.
, Sowell added, “That’s really
what gave us the momentum go-
ing into half time. It just gets
our team really excited. We were
down by one, and that put us up
at half.”
In the first five minutes of the
second half, both teams came to
a tie at 34-34.
“This is a game of runs.
When the game was tied, I had
to look at the play by plays, but
I believe we went on a pretty
was the top scorer for the first
half with a total of eight points.
Senior guard Elle Kerfoot
scored two points during the
first half while Ward and junior
forward Brenda Adhiambo both
scored three points. Only 2:29
into the game, Ward momen-
tarily tied the game with a free
throw shot.
During the first half, UC
Davis forced 16 turnovers on
Seattle U. Aggies offense and
three-pointers successes helped
give them a 15 point lead over
Seattle U at the end of the first
half with a score of 16-31.
“We lost to a very good team,”
said head coach Joan Bonvicini.
“But I’m disappointed that we
didn’t play two halves and that
we didn’t come out more men-
tally tough.”
Seattle U returned from half-
time and started to slowly chip
away at UC Davis’ lead.
“We got this, let’s go ladies!” Richards
yelled from the court.
But PSU continued the persistent
offense and defense that riddled the
match from the beginning, as senior
libero Nicole Bateham kept digging
balls and motivated her team to stick
with it. Bateham would eventually end
the match with 13 defensive digs. As
Portland State went up 12-10, Seattle
U’s head coach Shannon Ellis called a
timeout. The Redhawks set up another
play but a team block from PSU out
of the timeout seemed to be the decid-
ing point for the game. The feeling that
momentum could shift faded soon after
that and Portland State ended the set
25-17 and closed out the match. The
final scoreboard read 3-0 (25-20, 25-
12, 25-17).
Despite the loss, Ellis is proud ofthat
third set effort.
“When we lose the momentum when
we’re down, we have a hard time fight-
ing back,” Ellis said. “I think in the
third game we did an excellent job of
that, we really fought hard and put
ourselves in position to be competi-
tive again so I’m proud of my team for
that. Those are tough lessons to learn:
how to stay up when you’re down
good run. We got a nice run
and got the ball inside and we
forced them to take time outs.
There’s obviously
things we can improve
on, but for the first
game, we’ll take this
There’s obviously things we can
improve on, but for the first
game, we’ll take this because
Santa Barbara is a good team,”
Bonvicini said.
Just 1:18 into the second half,
senior guardTalisa Rhea charged
down the court and scored the
first of three 3-point shots.
Throughout the second half,
Rhea scored a team high of 16
points. Rhea also garnered eight
of her nine assists during the
second half.
“I think we were a bit more
relaxed and able to get the ball
to places on the court where we
could be effective,” Rhea said of
her team’s rally during the sec-
ond half. “I think in the firsthalf
we were rushing it a little bit,
not moving the ball well, and
they were getting a ton of steals.”
For the first seven minutes
of the second half, the Aggies
maintained a minimum of a 15
point lead. Then, for a solid four
minutes, they suffered a scor-
ing drought. In the meantime,
Seattle U gradually whittled the
score from 28-47 to 38-47.
Joan Bonvicini
Head Coach
and how to fight and how to control
your emotions.”
This game was also the last home
game for seniors Augustavo, Keller and
Richards, and there was a ceremony
to acknowledge their contributions to
the team.
Richards is 18 kills away from the
school record.
“I hope she gets there,” said Ellis.
“Cristin has been just an amazing play-
er to work with these four years: She’s
had an outstanding career. You could
say that our transition to Division I was
built on the back of Cristin Richards.
She’s done it all...we’re just thankful and
grateful to her.”
Keller currently holds the school re-
cord for blocks.
At the end of the game, Augustavo
was visibly disappointed by the loss but
reflected on her last season as a Redhawk
with a smile.
“This game was actually pretty fun!”
she said. “Even though we lost, it was
fun — a lot of people [were] here so
hopefully we can all just come together
for the last two games and enjoy it...
Go Redhawks!”
There are two games left in the sea-
son as the Redhawks go on a road trip
The Redhawks were persis-
tent and were able to claim their
first victory. This success was a
result of what Bonvicini said
were, conditioning, fundamen-
tals and the team’s unity.
“[What made Seattle U win
was], I think just hitting key
baskets and getting key defen-
sive stops. We kind of just pulled
together. Everyone just pitched
in a little bit and we were able
to pull it out,” Rhea said.
“I think that we really just
played good team basketball.
Everybody was sharing the ball,
everybody was working for each
other and defense playing to-
gether, and just playing hard,”
Sowell said.
Overall, the team is pleased
with how they did.
Later in the game, with 8:28
on the clock, a lay-up from
Adhiambo brought the score to a
cheer-inducing 47-49. The two-
point gap would remain the clos-
est Seattle U came to tying with
UC Davis until the last 10 sec-
onds of the game when a three-
pointer by Kerfoot brought the
score to 62-64.
Kerfoot, who scored another
three-pointer earlier in the sec-
ond half, racked up a total of
six points for the Redhawks.
Sowell and Adhiambo both
scored seven points during the
second half while sophomore
guard Sylvia Shepherd scored
three points. Senior forward
Maggie McCarthy, junior point
guard Daidra Brown and Ward
each scored two points for the
Redhawks, and freshman for-
ward Renee Dillard-Brown
scored once on a free throw.
With nine seconds on the
sports
to meet with Pacific and Saint Mary’s
in California at the end of this month.
Rosalie may be reached at
rcabison@su-spectator.com
Seattle University’s Cristin Richards and
Jordan Keller go up for a block against
a spike from Portland State during their
game on Thursday, Nov. 10. Portland
went on to beat Seattle after winning all
three matches
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“I think in a first game, there’s
things defensively we did well. I
think there’s still a lot of things
we need to improve on. And this
is the part about playing your
first game. Now you get a chance
to really see what you’re good at
and what you need to work on,”
Bonvicini said. “But I’m proud
of our team.”
“It was really exciting to have
so many people come out and
watch and hopefully build on
this excitement and get ready for
Sunday. And build on this win
and get more wins,” Sowell said.
The next game will take place
on Saturday, Nov. 19 at 5:30
p.m. at Key Arena.
Bianca may be reached at
sewakeb@seattleu.edu
State
clock, Sowell fouled out, and
Ward subbed in for her. The re-
sulting free throws brought the
game to its final score.
“I think it’s hard, when you
put up a fight like that, not to
come out on top,” Sowell said.
“But I think we need to under-
stand that we need to come out
stronger in the first half and not
have to do that climb.”
After the game, Bonvicini
emphasized the importance of
practicing every day.
“We have good players, and
we need to understand that it’s
every single day,” she said. “You
can’t take any time off.”
The women’s basketball team
will play their next game against
the University ofWashington on
Nov. 16 at the Alaska Airlines
Arena at 7 p.m.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
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STAFF EDITORIALS
Carbon offsets
pose problems
Seattle University has proven to be committed to sustain-
ability, but too often relies on the practice ofbuying carbon
offsets. Carbon offsets essentially let companies that produce
an excess of money give money to companies that produce
less greenhouse gases or support renewable energy. Carbon
offsets are a common way for large institutions to reduce
their carbon footprint.
The problem with carbon offsets is that they’re essentially
like papal indulgences, a way for corporations to pay for
forgiveness rather than change their behavior. In the past,
projects funded with offset money have failed, meaning the
offset trade actually resulted in a net increase in omissions.
While supporting institutions that are involved in renew-
able energy projects is certainly a good thing, institutions
like Seattle U should get involved in more direct ways in
order to reduce their carbon footprint.
Seattle U has already taken steps towards depending on
alternative energy sources, but the solar panels we have built
on campus are more a symbol than an actual means of en-
ergy production. The school should aggressively pursue the
possibility of producing its own energy.
The amount of solar panels required for this is obviously
large and therefore expensive, but there are several benefits
to this approach. First, the school would avoid the complex
problems associated with carbon offset trading. Additionally,
the solar panels would actually be an investment, potentially
saving the school millions in power costs and offset fees
over time.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, MacKenzie Blake, Emma McAleavy, Dallas Goschie, Kelton Sears, J. Adrian Munger and Sy Bean. Signed com-
mentaries reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle
University.
SU DEBATE
Should hacking be condoned as espionage?
Tim O’Reilly
Debate Team Columnist
PC users fear it, Mac users tend
to be a bit more lax about it, gov-
ernments build layers of security
to protect themselves from it, and
Iran’s nuclear sites were hit by it.
While some may not
have caught
on to what the “it” is after laying
out the groundwork, the “it” to
which I am referring is more com-
monly known as a virus. The “call
your friend who knows how to use
an anti-virus program and get the
little problem off the computer
before it finds my awkward fam-
ily photos and posts them on the
WikiLeaks website” issue was re-
cently found on several computers
where research is being conducted
for the Iranian nuclear develop-
ment programs.
As the government of Iran is
under substantial scrutiny over
its forward progress with nuclear
technology and the shroud of se-
crecy that covers it, leaders from
across
the world have expressed
grave concern on
the matter. Since
the opening ofthe Bushehr nuclear
facility in 2011, the world has been
watching closely as Iran continues
to move forward with its program
to enrich uranium for the purpose
ofenergy. Outoffear ofmore than
just producingenergy, Iran’s sworn
enemy, Israel, has gone so far as to
deploy troops in the Persian Gulf
to keep an eye on security from
multiple fronts.
Iran has clearly not been able
to maintain its own cyber-secu-
rity, however. The Duqu virus
named “Son of Stuxnet” (named
after another virus that focused
on destroying computers) creates
another entry point for hackers to
networks and networked comput-
ers. To put this into more visual
terms, picture the virus as a copy
of a physical key to a door, and it
Penn state needs
to prioritize
Following the announcement that assistant football
coach Jerry Sandusky was charged with sexual assault, Penn
State is in the midst of one of the biggest controversies in
sports history, and the administration is faced with the
seemingly impossible task of maintaining some semblance
of dignity.
The biggest threat to the university isn’t the abuse itself, but
rather the extensive criminal conspiracy members of the uni-
versity engaged in to cover up Sandusky’s crime. Two members
of the school’s administration, including a senior vice presi-
dent, have already been charged with felony counts ofperjury.
It’s obvious that the school has significant issues to resolve,
and in light of the circumstances, winning football games
should be the last of their priorities. Penn State needs to criti-
cally assess where their priorities lie.
Some critics argue that the team should forfeit the rest of
the games, claiming that if the NittanyLions continue to take
the field in the next few weeks, any success they have will be
tarnished because of the scandal. The first game after the scan-
dal broke was already marred with studentviolence and threats
to coaches. The university cannot continue to put its students
and staff at risk. Trying to ignore the situation and acting as
though nothing happened is counterproductive and insult-
ing. The scandal revolves around administrators choosing to
protect their own from criminal charges, and subsequently
the school needs to prove that the success of their football
program is not their highest priority.
While a forfeiture would unfairly punish the players who
played no part in the scandal, the school should prove that
they are making an effort to put integrity above athletics before
taking the field again.
allows the perpetrator to enter the
house at any point under an invis-
ibility cloak of sorts — if you were
wondering, yes, that was an allu-
sion to Harry Potter.
It’s time for a system
update. Keep
your guard up.
This viruswas able to get past the
firewalls already in place, and pen-
etrate farenough to have reportedly
set back the Iranian nuclear pro-
gram substantially. While such an
attack can be perceived as positive
news to the U.S. interest in nuclear
development in Iran, it presents an
interesting question: should such
methods ofcyber-security breaches
be condoned as acts of espionage?
su-spectator.com/sports
As technology improves at a
rapid rate, this is only the tip of
the iceberg. This form ofespionage,
though present for decades now, is
only becoming more sophisticated
and undetectable. The acts of this
virus proved to be beneficial to the
intentions of Israel and the United
States; but it could likewise prove
harmful to the U.S. and other al-
lies, as it could be used in the same
context should any security proto-
cols be lacking.
I suppose this means it is time
for a system update, Iran. But it is
also a warning to the other govern-
ments and companies: keep your
guard up and keep your technol-
ogy up-to-date. Without this com-
bination, the Son of Stuxnet can
become the Y2K bug all computer
users feared 11 years ago.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
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The College Try
Education about consent is inadequate
Katherine Fukumoto
PHAT Member
These days, it seems as if every-
one in the United States is con-
cerned with percentages. Across
the nation, the focus seems to be
on the 99 percent rallying against
the 1 percent. What about the 25
percent? Shouldn’t we be talking
about the 25 percent of college-
aged women who will survive an
attempted or completed sexual
assault during her time at col-
lege? Have you heard about the 90
percent? Ninety percent of sexual
assaultsurvivors know their attack-
ers. In a recent survey, 88 percent
of males who described an assault
that met the legal definition ofrape
were adamant that their behavior
was definitely not rape. What does
this say about the way our soci-
ety educates about this sensitive
subject? What IS sexual assault,
exactly? It’s when someone does
something sexual with or to you
that you don’t want.
A big issue that contributes to
the frighteningly high statistics is
the inadequate education students
are given about consent. So, Seattle
University, here it is: Consent is
based on choice. Consent is active,
not passive. Consent is possible
only when there is equal power.
Givingin because offear is not con-
sent. Going along with something
November 16, 2011
Economics according to Skyrim
because of fear is not consent.
Going along with something be-
cause ofwanting to fit in with the
group, being deceived, or feeling
bad is not consent. Being verbally,
emotionally, psychologically or
physically pressured into any kind
ofsexual activity is not consent. If
you cannot say “no” comfortably,
then “yes” has no meaning. If you
are unwilling to accept a “no,” then
“yes” has no meaning. Also, accord-
ing to the law, sexual intercourse
while under the influence of alco-
hol can be considered rape because
judgment is impaired and the abil-
ity to resist force is taken away.
What message do we take away
from this? That’s a really easy one:
ASK. Just ask. Make sure you know
thatwhat you’re doing, orwhat you
want, is what the person you’re do-
ing it with wants too. Easy, right?
Groups on campus that edu-
cate about sexual assault include
the Office ofWellness and Health
Promotion (OWHP) and the Peer
Health ActionTeam (PHAT). One.
of the main goals of the office is
to create empathy. People need to
realize that 25 percent means one
in fourcollege-aged women. We all
know four women, right? Which
means that, whether you know it
or not, someone in your life has or
will be affected by sexual violence.
Maybeyour friend, your sister, your
roommate. Members of PHAT
volunteer their time doing a lot of
different things to raise awareness
on our campus. They engage men
in the conversation through the
White Ribbon Campaign andwork
on creating survivor advocacy and
support. They annually host Take
Back the Night, an opportunity for
our community to come together,
and join voices in an effort to end
sexual violence. Another important
aspect of the OWHP and PHAT
is amount ofeducationalmaterials
and resources they provide.
Ninety percent
of sexual assault
survivors know
their attackers
Less than 5 percent ofsexual as-
saults are reported to authorities.
Forty-eight percent of survivors
do not tell anyone, but those who
do typically will first open up to
a friend.
Typically, survivors are scared
that no one will believe them, that
they will be blamed somehow for
their behavior, asked questions like
“What were you wearing?” “Why
were you at that party byyourself?”
“Why did you go to the room with
Trevor Brown | The Spectator
him?” If someone you know ap-
proaches you to voice their story,
you should believe them uncon-
ditionally. Support them, but do
not pity or “save” them. Empower
them, provide them with resourc-
es, and give them love and respect
that they deserve. Sexual assault is
NEVER the survivor’s fault.
Sexual assault affects everyone.
So how do we combat this issue? As
a community, we need to step up
to the plate and fight the problem
head on. We need to take respon-
sibility for each other and step in
anytime, anywhere, when we see
something that doesn’t look okay.
A guy purposely getting a girl re-
ally drunk at a party, people using
derogatory language — even ifyou
don’t know the people involved.
This is the biggest step we can make
towards preventing sexual assaults
on campus.
By stepping in and making sure
everything is okay, you are diffus-
ing a situation that could possibly
end in a sexual assault. You may not
know the people involved at that
moment, but they are someone’s
brother or sister, son or daughter,
and someone else’s friend. What
if it was your brother or sister?
Wouldn’t you want someone to
step in?
The editor can be reached at
opinion@su-spectatcr.com
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Ten alternative mascots
Seattle U should consider
Solomon > ■
the Salmon
Oliver the
Occupier
lyf
Ingrid the |
Inquisitor
Samuel the
Jackson
The Star-
Buckaroo
Ned the Needle
Carl the
Compost Heap
Kurt the Cobain
Boom-Boom
the Viaduct
Rudythe
RED DRAGON!!!
Corrections
There are no corrections for
this week.
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Hardcourt Bike Polo at Cal Anderson Park
Fall Ball Review
last looks
Basketball Player Profiles
In a typical hardcourt bike polo game, there are two teams
with three players each playing on a rectangular court. Team
members try to score into small goalposts at either end of
the court. It benefits participants to use low-gear bicycles,
which allow for quicker acceleration. Decorated wheel covers
are added to bikes’ wheels to protect their spokes. In addi-
tion to creating custom wheel covers for their bikes, players
create their own mallets using recycled materials, including
ski poles and pipes.
For those who are interested in observing a match or joining
in, organized bike polo tournaments take place on the south
multi-use court in Cal Anderson on Monday nights. In addition
to the weekly matches, there are casual pickup games on
mostTuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday nights. New
bikers are always welcome to join in.
Photos by Loren Elliott.
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